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ABSTRACT
Yavatkar, Rajendra Shivaram. Ph.D., Purdue University, August, 1989. An
Architecture For High~SpeedPacket Switched Networks. Major Professor:
Douglas E. Comer.
The emergence of performance intensive distributed applications is making new
demands on computer networks. Distributed applications access computing re-
sources and information available at multiple computers located across a network.
Realizing such distributed applications over geographically distant areas reqUIres
access to predictable and high performance corrununication.
Circuit switching and packet switching are two possible techniques for providing
high performance communication. Circuit switched networks preallocate resources
to individual sources of traffic before any traffic is s"ent, whereas packet switched
networks allocate resources dynamically as the traffic travels through the network.
The advantage of circuit switching lies in guaranteed performance due to reserved
capacity, but the the network capacity is wasted when circuits are idle. Packet
switched networks have been preferred in data networks due to their lower cost and
efficient utilization of network resources. However, the major limitation of current
packet switched networks lies in their inability to provide predictable performance.
This dissertation proposes a new architecture for providing predictable high
performance in high speed packet switched networks. The architecture combines
the advantages of circuit switching and packet switching by providing two services:
datagramlJ and jlOWlJ. The datagram service supports best-effort delivery of traffic.
The main liability of a datagram service lies in congestion. To avoid congestion,
the architecture uses a novel, rate-based congestion control scheme. To support
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applications that demand specific performance guarantees, the architecture provides
an abstraction called a flow. A flow is a communication channel that has specific
performance characteristics associated with its traffic. When requesting a flow, a
source specifies the performance needs and a destination. The underlying delivery
system guarantees to meet those needs by pre-allocating resources along a selected
path to the destination.
An experimental evaluation using a prototype network demonstrates the viabil-
ity of the architecture in providing predictable, high performance. The importance
of this research extends beyond providing another architecture for packet switched
networks. The successful implementation of the flow abstraction demonstrates the
feasibility of providing predictable performance in packet switched networks. Sup-
porting both datagraros and flows in the same network adds flexibility to packet
switched networks to accommodate applications that span a wide range of per-
formance requirements. Regulating rates at which data enters a packet switched




Computer cOIDrntmication networks have revolutionized the world of comput-
ing, and data communications is now a fundamental part of computing. Wide area
computer networks that span large geographical distances first came into existence
in early 1970's and have evolved ever since. Initially, the networks and their users
spanned a few universities and research centers. However, the llUlllber of networks
and their users grew steadily during the 70's and computer networks became a
common tool for information exchange by the early 1980's. The'5e networks offered
simple data communication services for exchanging messages, transferring files, and
accessing services of a remote computer. The networks typically used slow speed,
low capacity transmission links that were adequate for the low traffic volume gen-
erated by user applications.
Two recent developments, however, are changing the nature of demands placed
on computer networks.
First, availability of inexpensive network interfaces for personal computers and
workstations makes it possible to interconnect many more machines with commu-
nication networks. As a result, the volume of traffic on networks has increased
tremendously, creating a need for higher capacity networks. The commercial avail-
ability of high bandwidth, high speed fiber optic communication technology makes
it possible to build high speed networks that can accommodate a large volume of
traffic.
Second, the use of computer networks is no longer limited to low-volume, low-
speed applications such as remote access and electronic mail. The increasing pop-
ularity of a new class of applications called diJtributed application/; is making new
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demands on computer networks. Distributed applications use computing resources
at multiple computers and require access to infonnation stored across a network.
Realizing such distributed applications over geographically distant areas requires
access to predictable and high perfonnance communication. By high-performance
we mean low delay, on-demand delivery of large amounts of traffic. By predictable
performance we mean that the network can guarantee an application a specific
quality of service based on data rates and delay characteristics. For example, an in-
teractive image processing system that processes images on a remote supercomputer
and displays them on a local personal workstation demands high performance com-
IDllllication. Such an application requires quick transfer of large amoWlts of image
data. The communication delays and data rate must also be predictable to meet
the performance constraints of some applications. For example, real-time voice
communication demands that the traffic be delivered at a steady rate and within
a certain interval ( 100 milliseconds) so that there are no perceptible breaks in the
conversation. Thus, we need high speed networks that can provide predictable and
high performance communication.
This dissertation proposes and explores a network architecture for
providing predictable and high performance conununication in high speed
packet switched networks.
In the following, we begin with an overview of existing computer network ar-




Figure 1.1 shows the logical structure of a typical network [TanSl]. A collection
of machines called hosts execute user or application programs and are connected




Figure 1.1 A logical view of a computer network
components: transmission links and switching elements. The switching elements
are specialized computers that connect two or more transmission links. Traffic
from a source host to a destination host travels along a path that spans one or more
transmission links and switching elements. When data arrives over an incoming link,
the switching element must choose an outgoing link to forward it to the ultimate
destination.
Computer networks provide a transparent service to users that cOlDIllWlicate
using them. For example, consider a user who uses electronic mail to send a message
to another user on a remote host. The user composes a memo, addresses it to the
appropriate user, invokes an application program to hand it over to the computer
networkl and relies on the network to deliver it to the addressee. Transporting a
message through a network involves a number of steps and cooperation among many
intermediate computers before the message is delivered to the addresseels machine.
Howeverl the network hides the details of delivering the message to the destination
making the communication transparent to the users.
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Cooperation among multiple computers requires some common conventions ab~
out the structure of messages, their addresses, and how the messages are forwarded
from one computer to another. Computer networks use protocolJ to define these
conventions.
Transporting a message through a network to its ultimate destination involves
a number of steps including the details of forwarding it from one intennediate
machine to another and transmitting it over a physical link. To reduce the design
complexity, the set of tasks necessary for delivering messages is divided into smaller,
manageable parts by organizing a network as a series ofverticallayeTlJ or levels. Each
layer offers certain services to higher layers, and shields higher layers from how it
actually provides those services. Each layer USe'5 its own protocols to communicate
and cooperate with entitie'5 comprising the corresponding layer on other machines.
The layering helps in simplifying the design process because one can now concentrate
on design and implementation of one layer at a time.
The set of layers and protocols together define a network architecture. The ex-
amples of popular network architecture'5 are TOP lIP Internet Protocol Suite spon-
sored. by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency [CK78], Systems Network
Architecture (SNA) [McF76] developed by IBM Corporation, and Digital Network
Arcbitecture (DNA) [Wec80] supported by Digital Equipment Corporation. Tbe
services offered by these architectures differ in many respects, and the existing net-
works based on one of the three architectures do not accept traffic that belongs to
protocols from other architectures. To avoid a plethora of incompatible protocols
and standards, the International Standards Organization (ISO) has proposed a set
of layers for international standardization of network architectures [DZ83J. In this
dissertation, we will use the ISO model as a reference-for discussing various parts of
the proposed network architecture. The model is called ISO OSI (Open Systems In-



















Figure 1.2 The ISO Reference Model for Network Architectures
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The phy3icallayer handles the details of transmitting raw bits over a communica-
tion channel. The data link layer takes the raw transmission facility and transforms
it into a charmel that transmits data in groups of bits called frames. Thus, a sender
at a higher level can divide input data into data frames and transmit them m;ing
the services of link layer.
The network layer is concerned with controlling the delivery of data from one
computer in the network to another. The key issues that need to be addressed at
this layer include what is the basic unit of data transfer across the network, how
are the individual computers addressed, and how is the data forwarded from one
machine to another during its journey from a source to the ultimate destination.
The network layer also defines the kind of data delivery service provided by a
network to the outside hosts. For example, the network layer defines the interactions
between a host and a switching element on the boundary of the network as shown in
Figure 1.1. The delivery service offered to hosts differs from one network to another.
For example, some networks guarantee reliable, sequenced delivery of traffic to its
destination, whereas others do not provide guaranteed delivery.
Tran3port and higher layer protocols are concerned with the communication
facilities available to users on an end-to-end basis irrespective of the kind of service
offered by the network layer. For example, a transport layer protocol may provide
reliable delivery of data from a host machine to another even though the network
layer does not guarantee reliable delivery. The higher layer protocols also build
upon the facilities provjded by the network layer to provide services that satisfy
a specific objective. For example, a transport protocol for remote access allows
a user to connect to a remote computer and execute programs without worrying




Current computer networks provide one of the two basic types of communication
services: circuit switching and packet switching.
1.1.3 Circuit Switching
Circuit switched networks require a source of traffic to establish a circuit to
the destination before sending any traffic. For example, the U.S. telephone system
uses circuit switching technology - a telephone call establishes a circuit from the
originating telephone through the local switching office, across transmission links,
to a remote switching office, and finally to the destination telephone. Establishing
a circuit involves selecting a path to the destination and reserving capacity on the
links in the path.
The advantage of circuit switching lies in its guaranteed capacity on a fixed path.
Once a circuit is established, no other network traffic will decrease the capacity
available to the circuit and, therefore, traffic over a circuit gets delivered at a uniform
rate.
The disadvantage of circuit switching is that network capacity may be wasted.
When a circuit is idle, the reserved capacity cannot be used by other traffic resulting
in poor network utilization. For example, a study of voice communication showed
that a typical telephone conversation is idle up to 60% of the time [PTB65].
Circuit switching is also not suitable for transferring data for the following three
reasons. First, a typical data transfer session consists of periods of traffic activity
followed by periods of inactivity. If one uses circuit switching for such traffic, the
network will assign an exclusive circuit to each data session and a substantial part
of network capacity will be wasted during idle periods. Second, circuit switching
can only support a limited number of data traffic sessions due to its reservation
policy. Third, if data transfers last for a short duration, sources of data transfer
will find the cost of establishing and clearing a circuit overwhelming compared to
the actual amount of data transferred.
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1.1.4 Packet Switching
Packet switched networks take an entirely different approach than circuit switch-
ing. In a packet switched network, traffic on a network is divided into small segments
called packet3 that are transmitted over communication links. For example, a file
transferred over a packet switched network may be broken into many packets that
are sent across the network separately, one at a time. After the network delivers
the packets to the specified destination, the destination reassembles them into the
original file. A path through the network consists of many intermediate computers
(called packet tJwiiches) that are responsible for forwarding individual packets to
their destination. Each packet carnes identification that enables computers on the
path to know whether it is destined for them or how to send the packet to its correct
destination.
The chief advantage of packet switching is that mUltiple communications among
computers can proceed concurrently on a path, with capacity of the links in the
path shared among all sources of traffic. Because multiple computers can share a
network, fewer interconnections are needed and cost of communication is kept low.
The disadvantage of packet switched networks is that a user cannot predict how
long will it take to complete a data transfer. Unlike circuit switching, there is no
reservation of capacity for traffic from individual sources and there is no restriction
on total amount of traffic that may enter a network. This feature of packet switched
networks is similar to a freeway system used for ground transportation. There is
no restriction on amount of traffic that can enter a freeway. However, when the
amount of traffic is large, the freeway gets congested, long queues develop, resulting
in arbitrarily long delays in reaching a destination. Similarly, when the total amount
of traffic in a network increases beyond its capacity, data transfers from individual
sources take a long amount of time to complete.
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The model of packet switching has been preferred in data networks due to its
lower cost and efficient utilization of network resources. However, the chief lia-
bility of packet switched networks lies in the lack of guarantee on performance of
individual applications.
To ensure reasonable performance for individual sources, packet switched net-
works need effective mechanisms for controlling congestion. Also, some users need
guarantees on data rates and delays in delivering packets. For example, an ap-
plication that transports and displays video images across a network in real time
requires that the network guarantee to deliver data at a steady rate and within
a specified interval. To support such applications, the packet switched networks
should provide predictable performance to such applications. One possible scheme
is to allow a source to inquire whether the traffic to destination can be delivered at
a certain rate and within a certain interval, and the network will then accept the
traffic only if it can meet the conditions on delivery.
In the following, we provide a brief overview of the existing schemes for con-
trolling congestion and for providing predictable performance in packet switched
networks.
1.1.4.1 Congestion Control
The overloading condition that leads to arbitrary increases in delay over a packet
switched network is called congestion. Packet switched networks use a congestion
control mechanism to detect and recover from congestion. Existing congestion con-
trol schemes are based on one of the following two approaches. First, the network
itself may control congestion by refusing to accept new traffic until the congestion
ceases within the network. Second, the network may rely on outside sources to
adjust the amount of traffic they send to reduce the congestion.
The advantage of the first approach is that a network can act to ensure that the
total amount of traffic is within its capacity without relying on outside sources. The
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disadvantage is that network resources are expended in monitoring and controlling
the incoming traffic.
The second approach avoids the cost of controlling congestion within the net-
work. However, the network sends back warning messages to outside sources and
relies on the sources to reduce the traffic. The disadvantage is that it can take a long
time before the sources receive the warning and reduce the traffic to an appropriate
level.
A congestion control scheme based on the first approach involves preallocating
buffer space to incoming and outgoing links at intermediate machines. Each inter-
mediate machine on a path only accepts traffic that can fit in the reserved buffer
space and informs its immediate predecessor to reduce the traffic when the incoming
traffic exceeds the node's buffer capacity. The scheme is slow in preventing conges-
tion because the congestion notification must trickle back to the source of traffic
through all the intermediate machines before the source reduces the input.
Examples of schemes based on the second approach use an explicit or implicit
feedback mechanism to inform the sources about congestion in the network. Under
an explicit feedback scheme, the network sends back explicit messages to sources
of traffic requesting them to reduce the traffic until the congestion eases. Under an
implicit feedback scheme, the sources of traffic deduce the presence of congestion by
observing increasing delays in traffic delivery. For example, if the recipient of the
traffic fails to acknowledge receipt of messages within a certain time interval, the
sender concludes that congestion is present and reduces the traffic until it observes
an improvement in performance.
1.1.4.2 Performance Guarantees
Some existing network architectures such as the TCP lIP Internet Protocol suite
[Com88a) and the Systems Network Architecture (SNA) [McF76] provide a Type-Of-
Service (TOS) classification at network layer. The TOS specification defines various
classes of service wi th each class representing a specific grade of service. The grades
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are predefined only in qualitative terms. For example, IP TOS classification defines
a distinct class of service for traffic that needs delivery with low delay and at low
data ra,te, and another class of service for traffic that prefers low delay and high data
Tate~.
The disadvantage of the TOS scheme is that it provides a broad classification
and does not provide ways of requesting specific performance characteristics. For ex~
ample, an application that supports telephone conversations over a packet switched
networks requires that packets be delivered at a steady rate and each packet must
be delivered within 100 milliseconds to avoid any perceptible breaks in conversation.
Such an application cannot convey its performance constraints precisely using one
of the TOS classes. Also, many existing packet switched networks do not make any
provisions for meeting various TOS specifications.
1.1.5 Summary
The services offered by circuit switched and packet switched networks span a
broad spectrum in terms of functionality and perfonnance.
Circuit switched networks provide guaranteed perfonnance and reliability by re~
serving capacity over a fixed path and, thus, are attractive to those applications that
demand predictable performance and have specific constraints on traffic delay and
throughput. However, circuit switching is not suitable for data transfers that are
usually marked by long, low activity sessions because it wastes network resources.
Packet switched networks are preferred over circuit switched networks because
they make more efficient use of network resources and can accommodate a wider
range of applications including those that generate traffic that is bursty and unpre-
dictable in nature. However, packet switched networks are prone to congestion and
do not provide predictable perfonnance.
This dissertation proposes an architecture for packet switched networks that
uses a novel congestion control scheme and a new resource reservation model to
provide predictable and high performance over high speed. networks.
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1.2 The Proposed Solution
The proposed architecture called the Multiswitch Network Architecture provides
a universal packet delivery system in packet switched networks. Main features of
the Multiswitch architecture are:
Protocol Independence The delivery system is universal because it does not
have a built-in notion of protocol type. As families of protocols and networks
continue to evolve [Com88b,JLF*86], it is important to design network archi-
tectures that accommodate a variety of protocols and allow interconnection of
heterogeneous networks. Moreover, the availability of high-speed fiber optic
technology will encourage new protocols and applications. Because the deliv-
ery system does not interpret the contents of packets accepted for delivery,
it can deliver packets that belong to multiple protocol suites such as IP and
ISO.
Multiple Communication Abstractions The Multiswitch network architecture
provides two network layer communication abstractions called datagram/J and
flow/J.
Datagram de~very is similar to the service provided in conventional packet
switched networks. The network does not reserve any capacity for datagrams
from individual sources, does not detect or correct errors in transmission, and
does not guarantee delivery.
The network uses a resource reservation scheme to provide a communication
abstraction called a flow. Flows are useful to those applications that require
predictable performance for their traffic. To obtain predictable performance,
a source of traffic specifies a destination and performance requirements for
the traffic to that destination. The network establishes a flow by reserving
capacity on a path to the destination, and all the packets in a flow then travel
over the reserved path. Because the capacity is reserved, the perfonnance
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requirements of flow packets can be met irrespective of other traffic in the
network.
Effective Congestion A voidance To prevent congestion within the network, the
architecture uses a rate based congestion control scheme. The congestion con-
trol scheme works in two parts. First, packet switches in the network period-
ically exchange information about the current load on all the communication
links in the network. Based on the ctuTent state of adjacent links, each packet
switch uses a predictive scheme to generate rate control messag~ even before
any of the links gets overloaded. Each rate control message provides infor-
mation about the capacity and current load on a link allowing the sources of
traffic to adjust their rates to prevent congestion. Second, packet switches
at the periphery of the network use information about the current state of
the links to determine the capacity of individual paths in the network. Each
packet switch at an entry point to the network monitors the incoming traffic
rates and acts to reduce incoming traffic over a path if it starts exceeding the
path capacity.
Flexible Configuration The Multiswitch architecture allows end users to config-
ure the network in any arbitrary way to suit _their needs. Some sites may
interconnect computers to fonn orderly structures such as a ring, whereas
others may use many redundant links to build an arbitrary graph of intercon-
nected machines.
As networks become increasingly common, it is also important that the archi-
tecture be convenient to manage. Multiswitch architecture includes protocols
and mechanisms for automatically configuring the network whenever a new
machine or a new communication link is added to the network.
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1.3 Plan of Thesis
Chapter 2 presents the terminology used in the rest of this dissertation. Chapter
3 provides an overview of the Multiswitch network architecture and introduces im-
portant aspects of the architecture including the model of packet delivery, protocol
hierarchy, routing, and the communication abstractions supported. The Multi-
switch architecture uses a routing algorithm that requires each packet switch to
know the complete topology and current status of all the links in the network.
To distribute topological and link status information quickly and reliably through
the entire network, the architecture uses a link status update protocol. Chapter 4
describes the link status update protocol in detail.
Chapter 5 discusses the problem of congestion in packet switched networks and
presents a scheme for preventing congestion in the Multiswiteh network.
Chapter 6 examines the problem of providing predictable performance in packet
switched networks and proposes a resource reservation model and the flow abstrac-
tion to provide predictable performance in packet switched networks. Chapter 6
also describes a method of implementing flows in the Multiswitch network.
We built a prototype network to conduct an experimental evaluation of the
Multiswitch architecture. Chapter 7 describes the prototype implementation, the
experiments performed, and discusses the results of t.he experimental evaluation.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions of this research and outlines
directions for further research.
15
2. DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
In this chapter, we present terminology used to describe packet switched. net-
works and used throughout the rest of the dissertation.
2.1 Components of Packet Switched Networks
In Chapter 1, we described the model of packet switching. This chapter defines
the terminology used to describe the components of a packet switched network.
A packet switched network consists of two distinct components: iransmi.'JSion
links and packet switches. A transmission link (also called a link, a channel, or a
trunk) carries bits between two packet switches.
A packet switch is a specialized computer used to connect two or more transmis-
sion links. When a message arrives over an incoming link, a packet swi tch chooses
an appropriate link among all outgoing links to send the message along a path to
its ultimate destination. The process of choosing an appropriate outgoing link to
forward a message is known as Touting. The terms /Jwitching node, /Jwitching ele-
ment, Interface Me/J/Jage Proce/J/Jor (IMP), and me/J/Jage /Jwitch are also commonly
used to refer to a packet switch.
A set of packet switches and links together form a packet switched network. A
packet switched network carries messages among communicating hO/Jt/J that attach
to the same network. Hosts are the general purpose computers that execute user
(i.e., application) programs, and the network handles the details of transporting
messages across the network.
We use the term network topology to refer to an arbitrary configuration consisting
of a set of packet switches interconnected together via transmission links. The
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topology of a network can be represented usmg a graph that represents packet
switches as nodes and links as edges between nodes. Therefore, sometimes we will
use the terms node and edge to refer to a packet switch and a link respectively.
Transmission links move raw bits between packet switches, but packet switches
group bits together into units of transmission called packets or frames. The maxi-
mum amount of data or bits that can fit in a packet is called Maximum Transmission
Unit (MTU) and is a characteristic of a packet switched network based on the nature
of hardware used for transmission.
Transmission links are usually characterized by the speed at which they carry
bits and the speed is specified in bit.5 per 8econd (bpJ). While the notion of speed. is
relative to available transmission technology, we will use the adjectives slow speed
or low speed to describe links that transmit at speeds varying from 9600 bps to
56000 bps, and we will use the adjective high speed to describe links that transmit
at speeds ranging from 1 Mbps (Megabits per second) to 100 Mbps.
2.2 Concept Of Internetworking
Given a single network, hosts connected directly to the network can communicate
with each other. However, multiple networks can be attached together to allow hosts
on diverse networks to communicate with each other. An internet is a collection of
networks joined together by gateways. A gateway is a switching node that connects
two or more networks, accepting packets from one network and forwarding them to
gateways or hosts on another. We use the terms router or gateway interchangeably
to mean the same thing throughout the rest of this dissertation.
Defense Advanced Projects Research Agency (I?ARPA) has sponsored a set
of standards, called the TCPlIP Internet protocol suite, that specifies how hosts
communicate with each other, how to interconnect packet switched. networks, and
how to route traffic among them. The standards form a basis of a large internet that
consists of a set of packet switched networks that connect major research institutions
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and government laboratories. The resulting entity is known as the DARPA Internet,
the TCPlIP Internet, or just the Internet.
2.3 Communication Services
Packet switched networks provide one of the two kinds of services, virtual circuits
or datagrams.
Virtual circuit networks require a source of traffic to establish a connection or
a virtual circuit to the destination before sending any messages. Virtual circuit
networks guarantee that all the messages sent over a circuit will be delivered to
the other end of the circuitj the contents and relative. ordering of messages received
at the remote end of the circuit are indistinguishable from the original message
sequence generated by the source. Such a service is called. a connection oriented
service because a virtual circuit appears as a dedicated communication channel to
its two endpoints.
The datagram delivery service is connectionless and is based on the model of best
effort delivery. Connectionless service means that there is no notion of a connection
between a source and destinatiollj the network routes each message separately based
solely on the address information in the message and independent of other messages
originating from the same source. Therefore, messages from the same source may
travel on separate paths and arrive at their destination out of order. The messages
may also be lost because the network promises to make a "good-faith attempt"
or best effort to deliver each packet, but does not guarantee delivery [Nar88]. We
use the term datagmm network to refer to a packet switched network that provides
datagram delivery service and the term datagram to refer to a single message sent
over a datagram network.
Datagram networks are preferred for transaction processing systems (e.g., a re-
tailer calling up a credit card company to verify credit card purchases) because the
overhead required to establish and clear a virtual circuit exceeds the cost of actual
data transfer.
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2.4 Flow And Congestion Control
As described in Chapter 1, packet switched networks are prone to congestion.
The term congestion refers to a condition Wlder which the amount of traffic at
some point in the network exceeds the capacity of the network at that point. For
example, when the packets arrive at a packet switch faster than it can process and
forward them, the switch is congested. A packet switched network needs a control
mechanism to restrict the amount of data coming into the network and to protect
the aggregate network resources from being oversubscribed.
Apart from the restriction imposed by the network, sender and receiver entities
at the endpoints of a connection also regulate the rate at which data flows from the
sender to the receiver to avoid sending data faster than the receiver can accept it.
The terms congestion control and flow control have been used to mean different
things in the literature. We adopt the terminology from [Zha87]. The term conges-
tion control refers to the mechanism used by a network to control the amount of
traffic entering the network to avoid congestion inside the network. The term flow
control refers to the mechanism used by two endpoints of a connection to determine
the rate at which data is transmitted over the connection.
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3. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
As families of protocols and networks continue to evolve [Com88b,JLF*86], it is
important to design network architectures that accommodate a variety of protocols
and allow interconnection of heterogeneous networks. The availability of high speed
communication teclmology has already spawned new protocols [Che88h,Che89] and
new applications [KH89,Lud89,Nus88]. Our goal is to build a network architecture
that is independent of network protocols and that c~ accommodate novel interoet-
working architectures along with the current TCP lIP Internet Protocol Suite.
The Multiswitch architecture is based on a packet delivery system called. Uni-
versal Packet Delivery System (UPDS). The delivery system is universal because
it does not interpret the contents of packets accepted for delivery (i.e., there is no
built-in notion of protocol type) and, therefore, can deliver packets that belong to
multiple transport protocols. UPDS provides sufficient (and yet minimal) func-
tionality at the network layer so that a variety of transport protocols can use its
services. UPDS also allows routers for multiple protocol suites to coexist and thus
facilitates interconnection of heterogeneous networks.
To support high-performance applications such as image transfers and multi-
media communication, UPDS provides a communication abstraction with perfor~
mance guarantees. It also uses a novel rate-based congestion avoidance and control
mechanism to prevent congestion within the network.
The rest of this chapter describes important aspects of the Multiswitch architec~




A UPDS consists of a set of packet switches interconnected using point~to-point,
high speed links in any arbitrary topology, and provides link-level packet delivery
service to external sources of traffic. Each packet switch accepts packets originating
from sources outside the UPDS and routes them to appropriate packet switches
located at the periphery of the UPDS. Figure 3.1 shows the model of a UPDS in
more detail. A UPDS represents a single physical network in an internetworking
environment with routers providing interconnections among the UPDS and other
networks. For example, Figure 3.1 shows four routers that interconnect a UPDS
with four other networks.
We will use the term packet ~witchl to refer to an entity that is responsible for
handling and routing traffic within a UPDS, and the term router to refer to an
entity that routes traffic among multiple networks or UPDS's.
Routers that connect a UPDS with another network attach to a packet switch in
a UPDS using a point-to-point link. or a LAN such as an Ethernet. For example, in
Figure 3.1, the router Ri attaches to a UPDS through an Ethernet whereas router
R9 connects with a UPDS using a serial link. These routers possess information
about a particular protocol suite such as IP and are responsible for addressing and
routing packets among multiple networks. Each router that connects to a packet
switch treats that switch as a pathway to the rest of the UPDS and forwards packets
for delivery to that packet switch.
A packet switch accepts packets from a router and routes them along the paths
to their final destination. All the details of routing and control within UPDS are
transparent to these routers. Also, a UPDS does not assume any knowledge about
IThe term packet switch is used in literature in a generic sense, but we use the term
packet switch in the context of the Multiswitch network and a UPDS to refer to a packet
switch that meets one architectural specification. Packet switches used in the Multiswitch
network must support four levels of priority for the traffic by processing packets with higher












D - UPDS packet switch
o -Router
o -Network
Figure 3.1 Basic model of UPDS in the context of an internet
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the network or higher layer protocols and addresses.and, thus, can accommodate
multiple transport protocols that belong to protocol suites such as IP and ISO
within the same network. However, one consequence of this approach is that a
router that attaches to a UPDS requires more functionality than the conventional
routers. We will describe the additional responsibilities of a router in a separate
section.
Packet switches within a UPDS use a link level protocol for communicating
among them. The routers that attach to a UPDS use a separate link level protocol
to communicate with adjacent packet switches. Routers are responsible for locating
their peer routers (routers that understand the same protocols) on the same UPDS
and for routing packets to each other. The link level protocol provides a broadcast
facility to the routers, and we asswne that the routers that attach to a UPDS will
use an external mechanism to gather information about the peer routers that also
attach to the same UPDS. For example, IP routers may use a protocol such as EGP
[MiI84] to obtain information from their peers.
3.2 Services Provided
UPDS uses a Best-Effort delivery mechanism [Nar88J for packet delivery. Un-
der the best-effort model, the delivery system promises to make a "best effort" to
deliver a packet, but does not guarantee delivery. A packet accepted for delivery
may be corrupted because of transmission errors, or may be dropped (i.e., lost)
in the presence of congestion. UPDS does no link-to-link error checking and does
not provide link-level acknowledgements on packet delivery. Higher-level protocols
are responsible for end-to-end error checking and retransmission. We chose the
best-effort model of packet delivery because the mechanism is simple and provides
.efficient multiplexing of resources.
Under the best-effort delivery paradigm, UPDS provides two kinds of commu-
nication abstractions:
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Datagrams UPDS provides a datagram service that is similar to the one provided
in DECNET [Wec80] or by networks in the current Internet. Each datagram
is a unit of transmission and is completely self-contained in tenns of address-
ing. Datagram delivery is conneetionless in the sense that each datagram is
routed separately and independent of other datagrams from the same source.
There is no guarantee to deliver a datagram or to preserve relative ordering
among datagrams sent by a source to the same destination. For example, two
datagrams with identical source and destination may reach their final desti-
nation out of order. The semantics of the datagram abstraction are sufficient
to accommodate IP datagrams or ISO CLNP [StaS51 packets.
Flows A How is a simplex, end-to-end communication channel between two network
layer entities, namely a 3ender and a receiver, and has specific performance
characteristics associated with it. A flow is connection-oriented because one
needs to explicitly establish a path for a flow before sending any traffic, and
there is state information about the flow in all the packet switches along
its path. Flows are intended to accorrunodate those applications that require
predictable performance for their traffic. To obtain predictable perfonnance, a
sender specifies a destination and requests the network to establish a flow with
specific performance requirements that include average and maximum limit
on per-packet delay, average throughput, and error tolerance (acceptable limit
on percentage of packets lost because of buffer overflows and bit-errors). The
network establishes a flow by reserving capacity on a path to the destination
so that performance requirements can be met irrespective of the other traffic
on the path. The delivery is still best-effort and a UPDS does not perform
any error detection/correction for a flow.
Flows can support real-time applications such as packet voice and video that
have strict limits on per-packet delays and have predictable average through-
put requirements. Flows are different from virtual circuits because a virtual
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circuit mechanism emphasizes reliable, sequenced delivery using elaborate er-
ror and flow control within the network, but does not guarantee a specific
degree of performance. Real-time applications do not find reliability char-
acteristics (error detections and retransmissions) of virtual circuits attractive
because retransmissions within the network may cause violations of delay con-
straints on packet delivery. Also, virtual circuit networks are prone to conges-
tion and exhibit wide fluctuations in delays and throughput in the presence
of congestion. Flows avoid the overhead of error control within the network,
but guarantee performance by reserving bandwidth along a path.
Chapter 6 describes concept of flows and their implementation in more detail.
3.3 Protocol Hierarchy
As in most networks, we structure our network design into layers of protocols to
reduce the design complexity, to deal with various functions at appropriate layers,
and to allow us the flexibility of modifying implementation at one level without
affecting the overall structure.
Figure 3.2 shows the multiple levels of organization in a UPDS. UPDS at level 2
provides routing and packet delivery service to routers that implement higher level
protocol specific routing among multiple networks. UPDS is responsible for all the
communication within a single physical network, and must provide the following
support:
• UPDS should handle the details of transmitting packets over the physical links
in the network.
• UPDS needs a mechanism for addressing the packet switches within the net-
work. UPDS also needs an algorithm for routing within the network and a
protocol for communication among the packet switches to exchange routing
and other control infonnation.
,---- FillER OPTIC COMMUNICATION LINK (Level I)
,---- UPDS (Level 2)
,--- HIGH-LEVEL ROUTING SYSTEM (LeveI3)
HOST-LEVEL ENTITIES (LeveI4)
Figure 3.2 Multi-Level Organization in UPDS
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• UPDS needs a protocol for communication between packet switches and ex-
ternal routers. For example, the routers will use the protocol to exchange
packets and other information with the packet switches.
Figure 3.3 shows the hierarchy of protocol1ayers within a UPDS.
Layer 1 is a physical layer and handles details of transmitting over communica-
tion links such as a serial line or a LAN such as an Ethernet. Layer 1 also handles
the details of network-dependent packet encapsulations, hardware interfaces, and
line control procedures.
Layer 2 is the link layer in a UPDS and is responsible for addressing and routing
packets within the UPDS. In particular, layer 2 is responsible for receiving packets
from an external router, encapsulating them in proper format, and forwarding them
within a UPDS.
Layer 3 is the network layer that defines network level addresses and provides
the two network-level abstractions (flows and datagrams) described earlier.
Layer 4 and higher layers implement higher level protocols (such as IP or ISO)
in the routers and hosts.
3.4 Addressing
Within a UPDS, each packet switch has a unique identifier called nodeid and
each link also has a unique link identifier. A single, distinguished node called master
node is responsible for assigning node identifiers to individual packet switches and
for coordinating changes to the topology when a packet switch or a link is added
or deleted. Adding a new packet switch involves obtaining an address (nodeid), ac-
quiring information about the complete topology of the network, and establishing
links with peers so that the switch becomes a functional part of the network. upns
contains an Autoconfiguration mechanism that automates the entire process. Sec-
tion 3.8 provides the details of the Autoconfiguration mechanism. Packet switches
within a UPDS use a link-level protocol, called MILP (Multiswitch Interior Link
IP ISO/CLNP
I I
Network layer addressing and services (datagrams, flows)
UPDS link layer
Physical Transmission layer
Figure 3.3 Protocol Hierarchy in UPDS
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Protocol), for communicating with the master node and among themselves. [Yav89bj
contains the complete description of MILP.
Each link in the network is identified UBing the nodeias of two nodes at its end-
points. We treat a bidirectional link as two links with two separate link identifiers,
one in each direction. The source of traffic in each direction is considered authority
for providing infonnation about that linle For example, Figure 3.4 shows two links
with identifiers (m,n) and (n,m). The node m is the authority for the link (m,n),
whereas the node.n is the authority for the other.
m n
Figure 3.4 A bidirectional link in UPDS
The external sources of traffic such as routers are addressed relative to the packet
switch to which they connect. A packet switch uses a collection of ports to identify
external sources of traffic such as routers. Each packet switch assigns ports to
routers that attach to it. A port is simply a logical address that is independent of
the physical connection that connects a router with an adjacent packet switch and,
thus, a router may obtain more than one port at the same packet switch. A packet
switch identifies source entities using a logical identifier (called portid). Thus, a
router that is connected to a packet switch, A has a unique identifier consisting
of (A, portid). Addressing a source of traffic separately from its physical address
or connection is an important notion with several advantages. First, it provides
flexibility in terms of demultiplexing different protocols at a router. For example, a
single physical router may use a separate port nwnber for each protocol it supports.
Second, it allows many implementations of the same protocol to coexist at a router
because a separate port number may be used to distinguish one implementation
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from other. Xerox internetworking architecture uses a similar notion of logical
addressing [BSTMSO].
Routers use a separate link level protocol, MELP (Multiswitch Exterior Link
Protocol), for communicating with packet switches. Routers use MELP protocol to
find logical addree:;ses of their peers, to exchange packets with a packet switch, and
to obtain information about the network such as the Maximum Transmission Unit
(MTU). [YavS9a] describes the MELP protocol in detail.
3.5 Routing
A router addresses the packets it sends to a destination port (address of another
router). The packet switch that accepts these packets from the router is responsible
for routing each packet to its final destination. For routing datagrarns, packet
switches use a distributed, adaptive, link-based routing algorithm similar to the
one used in the ARPANET [MRRSO].
Each node in the network knows the current topology of the network. Nodes
generate and propagate control messages to keep topological information at each
node up-to-date. Also, each node in the network monitors the status and perfor-
mance (load, average delay per packet, etc.) of outgoing links and broadcasts that
information to all the other nodes. Thus, every node in the network has a database
of status information on all the links in the network. To keep the database con-
sistent and up-to-date across all nodes, we use a link status update protocol for
reliable and fast propagation of link status updates. Chapter 4 describes the link
status update protocol in detail.
There are four levels of priority for traffic within a UPDS. Control packets that
carry information such as topological and link status updates have the highest pri·
ority. The flow traffic is assigned next priority level, the datagram traffic has the
lowest priority, and one priority level is currently reserved for future experimenta-
tion.
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Each packet has a handling field that specifies how the packet should be routed
irrespective of the type of information in the packet. The Cypress network [CNY87]
first used the notion of separating packet handling from its type. The packet han-
dling field ~pecifies whether the packet should be routed directly (using the routing
table), sent using reverse-path forwarding {DM78], or sent on all the links except
the link over which the packet arrived (flooded), or sent across exactly one link to
an adjacent node (called Nearest Neighbor handling). Each packet switch examines
the handling field first before it examines the packet type or destination allowing
implicit routing whenever necessary. Therefore, the different methods of handling a
packet give us the flexibility of experimenting with new packet types or new proto-
cols without requiring each packet switch in the network to understand them. They
also allow the nodes to exchange packets in the presence of incomplete information
or errors such as software malfunction and routing inconsistencies. For example,
reverse path forwarding or flooding are useful for propagating control infonnation
to all the nodes in the network, and nearest neighbor handling allows a node to
contact its neighbor without knowing the neighbor's address.
A packet switch uses direct handling for control and datagram packets and com-
putes routes for them using Dijkstra's algorithm (commonly referred to as Shortest
Path First or SPF algorithm) [AHU74]. The algorithm uses delay as a distance met-
ric, and the shortest path to a destination has minimum delay for packet deliverr.
Each node periodically computes the shortest path to each destination based on the
information available in its link status and topology database. Packets in a flow
travel on a fixed path and Chapter 6 describes the algorithm for computing and
selecting a path for a flow.
2 An upcoming paper [KZ89] argues that delay alone is not a sufficient metric and a
routing algorithm should take link capacity into account under heavy traffic condition.
We take link capacity into account indirectly through a congestion avoidance mechanism
descri bed later.
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3.6 Rate-based Congestion A voidance
The chief liability of a datagram facility lies in congestion. The resource al-
location for processing datagrams at each node is completely on demand with no
pre-allocation of resources. Because the datagram service is connectionless, two or
more datagrams from the same source travel through the network independent of
each other. Each source is free to send packets at a rate that is independent of
rates at which other sources are sending traffic over the same path. Also) datagram
traffic arrives in sudden bursts. As a result, traffic at a node within a network can
suddenly exceed the total link and processing capacity at that node resulting in
congestion. When congestion develops, the overloaded node drops excess packets
resulting in end-to-end retransmissions, increase in end-to-end delays, and loss of
throughput.
When congestion develops in a network, traditional congestion control mecha-
nisms [JR087,Jai86,Nag84,PP87} react by sending SOUTce quench messages to sou-
rces of traffic requesting them to reduce the traffic they are sending through the
congested point. These mechanisms rely on a transport level mechanism such as
window flow control [Tan81,Oom88a] to reduce the traffic in response to source
quench messages. Traditional schemes suffer from the following disadvantages:
• As pointed out in [PP87}, the source quench based schemes suffer from the
oscillations in end-to-end delays and throughput.
• Each recipient of a quench message stops sending traffic through the congested
point completely for some time irrespective of its own contribution to the total
traffic over the affected path. Thus, an interactive application may suffer
increase in delays because it shares a path with an application transferring
large files.
• In TOP lIP networks, the network relies on transport level protocols to exercise
flow control. Thus, there is no mechanism to reduce traffic generated by
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sources using User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [PosSU] that may contribute to
the congestion. With increased use ofUDP-based applications such as domain
name service [Moc83] and Sun NFS [SGK*85], such datagram traffic forms a
substantial part of network traffic.
• Traditional schemes react to congestion after th.e congestion develops without
taking steps to prevent the congestion, and they fail to take into account
traffic rate characteristics such as inter-arrival times for packets, aggregate
packet rates, packet burst size, and interburst intervals. Providing explicit
information about the traffic rates that a network can support is important
for two reasons. First, the traffic between a client and server is often bursty,
and information about acceptable limits on inter-arrival times and burst sizes
is extremely useful for adjusting rates of data transfer. Second, the transport
protocols such as NETBLT and VMTP use rate-based flow control and can
use the feedback about the rates a network can sustain.
UPDS uses a rate-based congestion avoidance scheme that has two parts. First,
based on the current state of adjacent links, each node uses a predictive scheme to
generate rate control messages even before any of the links gets overloaded. Each
rate control message provides information about the capacity and current load on
a link allowing the sources of traffic to adjust their rates to prevent congestion.
Second, nodes on the periphery of the network exercise control over the incoming
traffic by monitoring traffic rates and by taking action to reduce the rates of packet
acceptance based on the current network state and packet destination. Chapter 5
describes our scheme in detail.
3.7 Responsibilities of a Router
Because the Multiswitch network architecture asswnes little knowledge about
the network and higher level protocols used by sources of traffic, an external router
that attaches to a UPDS has additional responsibilities unlike conventional routers.
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First, the packet switches in a UPDS treat the routers as the sources of traffic.
Therefore, when congestion develops in the network as a result of traffic originating
at a router R, the switches on the affected path send rate control messages to the
router R. Router R is then responsible to inform the actual sources of traffic using
the facilities available in the network or transport protocols used by the sources that
are sending traffic over the congested path. For example, an IP router may use the
ICMP protocol to request the TCP-based applications to reduce their transmission
rates. Second, a UPDS provides the routers with a facility to establish a flow to
another router that also attaches to the same UPDS. The routers need to extend
the facility to the hosts so that user applications can exploit the flow abstraction.
For example, an IP router should translate the flow abstraction into an appropriate
IP-Ievel service so that the transport protocols such as TCP or NETBLT [CLZ87]
can incorporate the flow abstraction to provide predictable perfonnance.
3.8 Autoconflguration
UPDS provides a mechanism for automatically configuring a packet switch with-
out any manual intervention whenever a new packet switch or a new link is added
to the network, or when a packet switch recovers fr.om a shutdown. Adding a new
packet switch involves assigning a nodeid, acquiring infonnation about the current
topology of the network, and establishing connections with peers to make the switch
a functional part of the network.
The notion of automatic configuration is simple. When one wishes to add a
node to a UPDS, it should be possible to physically connect the new node to one or
more existing nodes, power it up, and the node should simply execute a procedure
that converts it into a fully functional packet switch. Also, a packet switch that
recovers from a shutdown or a crash should be able to obtain infonnation about
the current state of the network and restore itself to its operational status without
external intervention.
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Such a facility is desirable for several reasons. It makes the packet switch hard-
ware simple (little or no disk storage needed) and maintaining a packet switch
requires less expertize. Also, network management is simpler becaUBe configuring a
packet switch does not need local or remote intervention by a network manager.
The idea of automatically booting a system is not novel because diskless worksta-
tions on a broadcast network such as Ethernet automatically restart by downloading
configuration information and binaries from a file server that resides on the same
physical network. However, each diskless workstation is manually configured when
it is first added to the server. Automatic configuration in this case is straightfor-
ward because workstations and the server share a common broadcast medium. In
computer networks, configuring a packet switch is not so straightforward because
a network typically has an arbitrary topology as opposed to a single LAN. It is
important to coordinate changes in topology so that all the nodes in the network
still obtain a consistent view of the state of the network at all times. With nodes in
a UPDS distributed over a wide area, the problem is that of reaching a consensus
in the presence of node or link failures.
Designing a fault-tolerant distributed algorithm for maintaining consistency is
always a difficult problem. One can accomplish assignment of a nodeid to a new
packet switch or addition of a new link to the network through a decentralized
algorithm involving all the nodes in a network. Such an algorithm is complex
because it should handle node or link failures during its execution. In contrast, an
algorithm that centralizes all such actions at a single node is easy to design and
leads to simple and efficient implementation. However, such an algorithm suffers
from a single point of failure because one cannot add a node or a link when the
master node is unavailable or unreachable.
We decided to use a centralized algorithm because it leads to a simple and
efficient implementation. Also, we want to use a small field (16 bits) for storing
nodeid and, therefore, want a dense assignment of nodeids in the small value space
of identifiers. Using a decentralized algorithm that involves achieving consensus
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among all the nodes over a new nodeid requires a larger field for nodeid, because
of the possibility of sparse assignment of nodeids in the presence of link or node
failures in the midst of a selection of a nodeid.
We assume that addition of a node or a link to the network is an infrequent
event and can wait Wltil the master node is operational. Also, we decided to use a
separate protocol to handle node or link additions instead of using the existing link
status update algorithm to handle these topological changes as special cases. The
decision to keep the two separate was important because it made the latter algorithm
simple and allowed us the flexibility of changing one without affecting the other.
Also, it allows us to separate the concerns related to authenticating and authorizing
topological changes from propagation of link status updates. Thus, we can restrict
the overhead of an elaborate authentication mechanism only to operations involving
addition and deletion of links or nodes, and keep the link status update algorithm
free of policy concerns.
The master node maintains an authoritative version of the current topology of
a UPDS and coordinates the changes to the topology. The master node associates
a topology ver"ion_no with each version of topology to distinguish it from the older
versions. Whenever the master node records a change in the topology, it increments
the versioD.Jlo, and distributes the latest version of topology with its version...no to
all the other nodes. Whenever two nodes wish to compare their views of the network
topology to determine which is recent, they use the versioD.Jlo's for comparison.
In the following, we describe the algorithm for adding new nodes or links, and
for recovering from a node crash.
3.8.1 Adding a New Node
After anew node is cOlll1ected to its neighbors in a UPDS, the new node executes
the following steps to configure itself:
1. It first sends an a""ign nodeid request with Nearest Neighbor (NN) handling
to one of its neighbors. If the neighbor is a master node, it responds with a
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nodeid. Otherwise, the neighbor assumes the responsibility for obtaining an
identifier for the new node, provided it has sufficient routing information to
communicate with the master-node. It sends a request to the master node
on behalf of its new neighbor and also informs the new node to wait for a
response.
2. The master node assigns an identifier in two steps. It selects an identifier,
and sends it to the requesting node which then forwards the nodeid to the
new node. The new node stores that identifier in its non-volatile storage and
sends an acknowledgement to the master node via its neighbor. The master
node waits for an acknowledgement from the new node before it sends out a
message to all the nodes in the network confinning addition of the new node.
3. The new node waits for the confirmation message to verify that assignment
of nodeid is complete.
4. If the new node can not complete the above procedure because its neighbor
crashes or fails to respond, it repeats steps 1, 2, and 3 with other neighbors
until it is successful.
5. The new node then exchanges messages with its neighbors to verify that all of
its adjacent links function and initiates the procedure for adding these links
to the network topology, as described in the next section.
6. After successful completion of the above steps, the new node then sends a
request to the master node to obtain the current topology of the network.
On receipt of topological information, it computes its routing table and starts
sending and receiving traffic.
7. If some nodes in the network are not operational when addition of a node takes
place, they discover that change during their recovery from the shutdown.
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8. If a new node crashes immediately after it stores its nodeid in the non-volatile
storage and before it sends an acknowledgement to the master node, the nodeid
will remain invalid. "When the node attempts to use that nodeid after it
recovers from the crash, the nodeid will not exist in the topological database
of other nodes (including the master node) and, therefore, the new node will
fail to obtain topological information from other nodes and will have to execute
the above steps again to obtain a new nodeid.
3.8.2 Node Recovery
On recovering from a crash or a shutdown, a node first obtains its nodeid from
its non~volatilestorage, and then contacts its immediate neighbors to ascertain the
status of the adjacent nodes. Next, the node needs to discover current topology
and state of the network. It first sends a request for current topology directly
to the master node and waits for a response. If repeated attempts fail to elicit
a response from the master node, the recovering node continues by obtaining the
current topology from one of its neighbors. There are two reasons for :first contacting
the master node to obtain the current topology. First, one or more neighbors
may also be in a state of recovery, and relying on each other to provide current
information may lead to exchanging inconsistent information or even deadlocks.
The master node is always guaranteed to have correct information about the current
topology of the network. Second, the recovering node may help merge two partitions
as shown in Figure 3.5. Obtaining the information from the master node allows such
a node to start with the latest information about the current topology.
If the master node is unreachable (network is partitioned) or unavailable, we
allow the recovering node to use the information from one of its neighbors as the
starting point.
At this point, the node has sufficient state to start routing traffic to other nodes.
However, recovery of a node may also lead to merging of two or more partitions.
Therefore, such a node executes the link status exchange algorithm with each of its
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neighbors to obtain up-to-date information about all the links and to help merge
any partitions that may exist. The next chapter describes these remaining steps as
part of the complete link status exchange algorithm.
3.8.3 Adding a New Link
Assigning a link identifier is straightforward when a new link is added because
nodeid8 of two endpoints of a link determine its identifier. However, the master node
coordinates any addition or deletion from the network topology, and is responsible
for maintaining and propagating information about such changes. Before a link
becomes operational, each node executes the following steps:
1. The node sends an add new link message directly to the master node for its
end of the link and awaits an acknowledgement.
2. Master node records the new link in its topological data base, and returns an
acknowledgement.
3. Master node then floods the update with a new topology version...no to all the
other nodes in the network.
4. After the source node receives an acknowledgement from the master node, it
starts generating link status updates for the link.
West East
Figure 3.5 Link (m,n) partitions the network
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Note that the actions in first two steps are idempotent and that the other nodes
will start using the new link only when they receive information about the perfor-
mance of the link through a subsequent link status update. Thus, the algorithm
works correctly in the presence of failures. Also, those nodes that are not in oper-
ation when a link is added will discover the addition when they recover from the
shutdown.
3.9 Summary
In this chapter, we described a Universal Packet Delivery System with the fol-
lowing salient features:
Protocol Independence UPDS does not assume any knowledge of network or
higher level protocols and, thus, can carry traffic that belongs to multiple
transport protocols that belong to protocol suites such as IP and ISO. The
disadvantage of this approach is that existing routers must incorporate addi-
tional functionality as described earlier.
Auto-configuration UPDS provides a mechanism for automatic configuration of
new packet switches and links. The auto-configuration mechanism also al-
lows an packet switch to restart from a crash or shutdown without external
intervention.
Predictable Performance Apart from supporting the conventional datagrams,
UPDS provides another abstraction called flow that allows an application
to specify its performance requirements. The network establishes a flow by
reserving capacity on a path so that the performance of the traffic in a flow
is unaffected by other traffic in the network.
Rate-based Congestion Avoidance UPDS uses a rate-based congestion avo-
idance scheme to prevent congestion caused by datagram traffic. The rate
based congestion avoidance and control scheme operates in two parts. First,
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each packet switch in the network monitors the load on adjacent links and gen-
erates rate control messages before traffic over any adjacent link approaches
the total link capacity. Each rate control message provides information about
the total capacity and the current load on a link:. Recipients of rate control
messages use the information to adjust the transmission rates. Second, the
nodes on the periphery of the network monitor the incoming traffic for each
destination and restrict the traffic to a destination from entering the network
if the traffic exceeds the available capacity on the path to that destination.
Flexible Topology UPDS allows end users to configure their network in any
configuration to meet their needs. Some sites may prefer ring structures,
other may opt for trees, and still others may build redtuldant links, or use
application-specific topologies such as a torus topology used in the Manahat-
tan Street Network [Max86]. UPDS technology allows network designers to
study network use and configure the packet switches accordingly.
Efficient Propagation of Link Status Information UPDS uses a high speed
link status exchange algorithm that propagates information about the current
state of all the links to all the nodes in the network. The algorithm is crucial
for correct routing decisions at all the nodes.
The next chapter describes the link exchange algorithm used for propagating
link status infolTIlation about all the links in the network.
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4. HIGH-SPEED PROPAGATION OF CONTROL INFORMATION
The Multiswitch network uses a link status routing algorithm that requires each
node to know the complete network topology. The topological information is kept in
a data base that also maintains information about the status of each link including
the current load, average per-packet delay, and error rate. A node uses the topology
database to calculate a set of paths including the shortest path (or the best path
according to a particular criterion based on a delay and bandwidth specification)
to each destination in the network. To keep the database at each node up-to-
date, every node in the network periodically generates and propagates an update
on the current status of every adjacent link. Correct routing under such a scheme
requires that all nodes receive all the updates in the correct order and have the
same infonnation.
The problem of maintaining a consistent link status database at all nodes is
nontrivial and one can devise various schemes to achieve the goal depending on the
consistency and reliability requirements. In the context of distributed databases,
a number of schemes have been proposed in the literature to maintain a repli-
cated database [DB85,JajS7,Sto79,ASC85]. However, the consistency requirements
in the case of link statUB databases are much simpler because there is no con-
current read/write access to each copy involved. ARPANET used a link status
algorithm [RosSO) to propagate and maintain link: status information at all nodes.
However, the algorithm used in ARPANET assumed reliable link delivery and suf-
fered from serious anomalies as described in [Ros81,Per83].
The design of an algorithm to propagate and maintain link status information
depends on a number of factors including the underlying model of packet delivery,
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degree of reliability (in terms of handling link/node failures and partitions), and
consistency desired. Therefore, we established a few principles to guide our design
decisions:
Low Latency The protocol and network should propagate information quickly
when the status of a link or a node changes (especially, bad news, i.e., when
a link or a node goes down).
Simplicity The protocol should be simple and easy to implement. In particular,
we want to use the best-effort model of packet delivery and avoid hop-to-hop
retransmissions and error control within the network.
Correctness The protocol should allow the UPDS to detect and recover from
errors such as an old packet circulating in the network or a missed update.
Efficiency Protocol should incur least overhead under normal conditions (absence
of node failure/recoveries or network partitions) so that link updates require
a small part of total bandwidth. Maintaining consistency is important, but
should not dominate the design complexity or overall cost of ruIllling the pro-
tocol. Temporary inconsistency is acceptable as long as it is rare, detectable,
and correctable. This principle together with the principle of simplicity sug-
gests that we should design a protocol that is optimized for the expected case
when no update packets are lost, and no link or node failures occur. Instead,
the protocol should rely on separate mechanisms to detect and recover from
errors caused by loss of updates and failure of nodes or links.
In the following, we present a basic scheme, specify a correctness criterion, dis-




In the following, we assume that each node contacts the master node to obtain
the topological configuration of the network. Each node uses the link status ex-
change algorithm to obtain and maintain status information about all the nodes
and links in the network.
Let N denote the set of all nodes in the network and, for each node n E N I
let L n denote the set of links adjacent to n. For each link e E L n1 there is link
status information d" that includes information such as state of the link and its
performance parameters (average and maximum per-packet delay, load in terms of
total capacity). Also, there is a timestamp (an integer count) t" associated with
each link e that is used to validate information about the linle Every node monitors
the performance of each adjacent link, increments the timestamp and generates a
link status update whenever status of a link (state or performance) changes, and
propagates that message to other nodes. Each node in the network receives status
updates for all links in the network and maintains timestamp and status data for
every link in a local database. Thus, the complete link status information T stored
at a node is T = ((n,En): n EN)} where En contains a tuple (t",d,J for each
e ELn .
When a node restarts after a crash, it ascertains the state of each adjacent link
(up or down), generates link status messages for them using a special timestamp
value of 0 to indicate a restart.
Whenever a node receives a message (n,t",d,,), it consults the local database
and compares the stored timestamp value for the link e against the received value
t" and accepts the message as current (or latest) only if value t" is greater than
the stored value, discarding the message otherwise. If the node accepts the update
message, then it also propagates the update message further by sending the update
to its neighbors. Each node broadcasts such a message using a technique known as
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selective flooding [DM78] that involves sending out a message on all outgoing links
except the link over which the message arrived.
The timestamp for a link is a value between a arid some maximum value K. A
node increments the timestamp for a link before it generates an update for the linle
The arithmetic is performed modulo K with maximum value wrapping around to 1.
The timestamp value of a is considered. special and is used only on a node restart.
A node compares the two timestamp values a and b and determines whether one is
greater than the other as follows:
a -< b iff a < band (b - a) < [(/2, or
a> b and (a - b) > [(/2
The above method for comparing two timestamp values in determining which times-
tamp value is newer is chosen for the following reason. Because the timestamp value
space is circular, a node cannot simply perform a simple arithmetic comparison of
two numbers a and a-5 to detennine which one of the two represents a newer update.
For example, timestamp value a could represent an old update if the timestamp val-
ues were incremented from a onwards until the value wrapped around to a-5. To
make the problem simpler, we use a 16-bit integer for a timestamp and assume that
the time required to wrap around the timestamp value space is significantly greater
than the transit time for an update. Under this assumption, we use a fixed window
of half the timestamp space size for comparing two timestamp values as shown in
above formula.
The correctness criterion for the link status update algorithm [JBS86] 18 as
follows:
If the topological information generated at a node n stops changing, every node
m in the network will eventually have En as the current information for all the links
adjacent to n in its database.
Note that the correctness criterion is much weaker than the one that requires
every node to have the same information at all times. We do allow a node to
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continue to use old information for some time and only require that every node must
eventually have correct infonnation. We find such a weaker criterion acceptable for
three reasons. First, we assume that the loss of control packets will be rare in
an UPDS because of higher priority assigned to control packets and low bit~error
rates of fiber optic links. Second, we want to implement separate mechanisms to
detect loss of updates and to limit the interval over which a node may continue
to use older information. Third, it simplifies the design because the algorithm now
deals only with the problem of propagating and maintaining correct (not necessarily
up-to-date) infonnation.
4.2 Possible Problems
InCOIlBistencies may result due to a timestamp wrap-around during a node crash
or a link failure. In the following, we describe the possible problems and resulting
inconsistencies. The following sections describe an algorithm designed to prevent
such inconsistencies.
4.2.1 Node restart
Consider a node n with three incident links as shown in Figure 4.1. Suppose
node n recovers from a failure, tests and verifies that all the three adjacent links are
functioning properly, and sends out updates with timestamp 0 for all the three links.
Node n then crashes again and recovers immediately with only two of the three links
working and accordingly sends out updates for three links with timestamp O. A node
m then receives two different updates (one indicates that the link is operational, the
other indicates that the link has failed) for the same link in some order, but has no
way to tell which one is more recent. The problem is further compounded if node
m chooses the old update as the correct one and propagates that message further,
causing other nodes to accept old information as the current. This problem occurs
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n
Figure 4.1 A node with three adjacent links
because a single timestamp value (value 0) is used to indicate both node and link
recovery.
4.2.2 Network Partitions
Suppose the network partitions into two halves, East and West, as shown in
Figure 4.2. Before the partitions occWTed, the node n had a timestamp value tt for
link (k,m). During the partition, the timestamp value for (k,m) wraps around to
value t 2 where t 2 -< tt. Now, the partition merges, and node n receives an update for
link (k,m) with timestamp t 2 and discards the update as old. Clearly, there should
be some mechanism to indicate the age of a stored entity (so that one can detennine
how stale an entry is and purge it) and a mechanism to update topological databases
in either partition when two partitions merge.
4.2.3 Packet Corruption
An update may be corrupted in transmission, and if a node stored an altered
status update in its database, it may have an incorrect view of the network state
resulting in routing along suboptimal or nonexistent paths.
4.3 Algorithm




Figure 4.2 A network with two partitions
• Node restarts (crashes or planned shutdowns) are infrequent, on the order of
a few per week. Of course, this does not preclude the possibility that a node
may crash many times in a day due to hardware or software malfunction.
• Networks in the future will use fiber optic links and these links have very low
bit-error rates [Nag87,Hen85,Kec85] and large MTBF (Mean Time Between
Failures). Therefore, we asswne that packet corruptions due to transmission
errors and link failures are also infrequent (on the order of one per day or
less). However, occasionally, a faulty link (a link with high bit-error rates)
may fail in quick succession before it's repaired completely.
• Each node has a small amount of non-volatile storage (e.g., an EPROM) to
retain some state information between crashes.
• Control packets that carry link status updates have the highest traffic priority
and, therefore, these packets will not be dropped in the presence of congesw
tion in the network. Thus, link status packets may only be lost because of
transmission errors and such errors are rare with fiber-optic links.
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4.3.1 Status Information At Each Node
For each link in the network, every node maintains the following infonnation:
• Link identifier
• LasLtimestamp: Value of the timestamp received in the latest update. For
an adjacent link, it is the value of the timestamp used in the latest update
sent.
• Link state: The three possible states are: up, down, unknown. The last state
implies that either the node has no information or has received conflicting or
inconsistent infonnation for the link. We will later explain the need for such
a state.
• Link status data: Infonnation on link performance such as average and max-
imum per-packet delay, current load (an integer between 0 and 10), and the
total link capacity.
• Entry_timer: A node also records the local time at which it receives an update
for the link. The only exception to this rule is when a link 1is adjacent to the
node n. In that case, the node n is responsible for generating the link status
updates and, therefore, n uses this field to record the time at which it sent
out the latest update for the link I.
Each node also has a restart counter (restart_no) that is stored in the non~volatile
storage1 and the node increments this counter on every restart with a wrap-around
on overflow. Every node includes this restart-no in all the update messages it
sends, and all the nodes record the latest restart-no seen for every node in their
local database.
4.3.2 Link Status Message
Each status update message is a tuple:
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(nodeid, restart.Ito,linkid, timestamp, updateJype, status..injo) .
The information in the last field depends on the type of update, and an update
may contain one of the following five types of messages:
Status Data This type of update contains the latest information about the per-
formance of a link that includes:
• Total link capacity in bytes/sec.
• Current load which is an integer between a and 10, 0 indicates there is
no traffic and 10 indicates that traffic over the link equals or exceeds the
link's total capacity.
• Average and maximum per-packet delay observed over the update inter-
val.
• Error information that specifies the number of packets and bytes lost due
to queue overflows and bit errors on the link.
Link Up This type of update declares that a link has recovered from a failure and
is ready for use.
Link Down A message of this type indicates that the link is not operational.
Link Removed A message of this type is generated only when a link is penna-
nently removed from the network.
Propagate An Update A node that is not an authority for a given link (i.e., node
does not lie at one of the link's two endpoints) may use this type of update
message to propagate recent information about a link that the node discovers
as a result of merging of two partitions (described later in Section 4.3.4.2).
When two partitions merge, two nodes (say, m and n) involved in the merge
exchange their link status update tables to discover the link status updates
they may not have received due to the partition. For example, node n obtains
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a copy of the link status database stored at node ffl. For each status update
entry stored locallYl node n compares the timestamp value of the local entry
against the corresponding entry in node m's database. If node n discovers
that node m has newer information for link I, it accepts newer information
and forwards the link status update only if link I also exists in its topological
database. The last restriction is essential to correctly handle the permanent
deletion of links.
Without the last restriction, the following scenario can develop. The network
partitions into "East" and "West" as shown in Figure 4.2. During the partition
a link: (k,l) in "West" is permanently removed. ~OW, the partition merges and
nodes m and n exchange the status information in their tables. The node n
reports the status of the link (k,l). The node m does not have any update
for the link (k,l) and, therefore, accepts the update and propagates it further
even though the link does not exist.
4.3.3 Additional Parameters
Three additional parameters are important for correct functioning of the algo-
rithm:
MAX....INT This parameter specifies the maximum interval between two link sta-
tus updates barring node failure. Even in the absence of any change in link
performance or link state, it is important to generate an update because a pre-
vious update may have been lost or corrupted before reaching all the nodes.
The parameter MAX...1NT specifies that each node must generate an update
for every adjacent link within this time interval.
MAX_TIMER This parameter specifies the maximum lifetime of a link status en-
try at each node. Ifa node sees no new update for an entry after MAX_TIMER
interval elapses, it marks the state of the link as unknown and does not use
that information. Thus, in the case of a network partition, nodes that are in a
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partition different from that of a given link will not continue to use that link
in the absence of any status information. Also, this parameter ensures that
the lifetime of each entry is limited and an entry with an old timestamp will
not be retained. until the timestamp value for a link wraps around.
UPDATEJNTERVAL This parameter specifies the period over which each node
measures the performance of a link, and generates an update after the interval
if there is a significant change in load or delay characteristics of the linle Thus,
barring a failure, every node generates an update for each adjacent link either
after UPDATE-lNTERVAL or after MAX-lNT time if there is no change in
the link status.
4.3.3.1 Choice of Values for Parameters
One must choose the values of these three parameters judiciously so that the cor-
rectness criterion from Section 4.1 is met and temporary inconsistencies are limited
to short time intervals. The choice of values for MAX-lNT and UPDATE-lNTERVAL
depends on factors such as the number and speed of links involved, volume of traffic,
variation in traffic patterns, and desired responsiveness to changes in network state.
These factors change from network to network and, at this point, we lack experi-
ence with high-speed networks to determine optimal values. We allow a network
manager to specify these values at the time of configuring the master node and also
to modify the values at the master node to tune the network performance according
to traffic volume and pattern variations.
The parameter MAX_TIMER limits the lifetime of a stale entry. Keeping an
old entry in a table raises the possibility that its timestamp value may make the
entry "newer" if it is retained long enough for the timestamp value to wrap around.
Therefore, one must choose the value of MAX_TIMER to meet the following crite-
non:
MAX:rIMER < K(2 *UPDATEJNTERVAL,
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where K is the size of the timestamp value space.
4.3.4 Specific Actions
In the following, we discuss the specific steps taken when a link or a node fails
or recovers.
4.3.4.1 Link Failure
When a link (m,n) fails, attached nodes ill and n discover its failure, and each
generates an appropriate link down message indicating the link failure. If the link
fails in only one direction, only one node sends an update. When a link is perma-
nently removed, both m and n generate an explicit message that requests removal
of entries from the topological data base of all nodes including the master node.
Both m and n wait for an acknowledgement from the master node to ensure that
the central database is updated correctly.
4.3.4.2 Link Recovery
When a link (m, n) recovers, the nodes ill and n exchange messages to verify
that the link is functional and carry out the following steps:
• Node m generates a link up message for the link in one direction, and node
n generates a similar message for the link in the other direction. Each node
increments its timestamp for the link by using a timestamp that is one greater
(based on the operation >- defined earlier) than the value currently stored by
that node for the link.
• Nodes m and n exchange all the entries in their local link status update
tables. This step is important to handle merging of two partitions that may
have occurred due to the link's failure. The exchange helps in determining
which node has the most up-to-date topological information based on the
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topology versioD-no stored with each table. If both the nodes contain up-to-
date topological information, they proceed to compare and validate each entry
in the table. After the nodes exchange their tables, each node compares its
entry for a link against entry obtained from its peer and selects the one that
is up-to-date. Figure 4.3 shows the details of the algorithm used for merging
two entries.
4.3.4.3 Node Recovery
After a node recovers, it first uses the local nonvolatile memory to learn its
nodeid. It then executes the auto-configuration algorithm described in the previous
chapter to find the current topology of the network, and to establish links with its
immediate neighbors. The node then obtains its re.start_no from the nonvolatile
storage, increments it, and stores the new restart_no back.
Recovery of this node may also lead to merging of two or more partitions. For
example, Figure 4.4 shows a topology where recovery of node k leads to merging of
two partitions. Therefore, a recovering node next initiates exchange of link status
updates across each of its adjacent links to discover and propagate recent link status
information, as described in the previous section using the procedure illustrated in
Figure 4.3.
At this point, the node is ready to start monitoring and reporting status of its
adjacent links. It first ascertains the state of all its adjacent links and generates a
link status update message for each adjacent link irrespective of whether the link
is up or not. The node uses new restart-no and a timestamp value a in its update
messages.
On the receipt of such an update, each node compares the restart-no in the
message against the one stored in the local table and accepts the update message
only if the restart-no in the update is greater (using the same -< relation described
earlier).
1. Timestamp in the local entry is referred to as tlocal
2. Timestamp in the entry obtained from other node is referred
to as tremote
3. Comparison of entries also involves comparing node restart-nos
for the entries
For each entry in the table
begin
if Entry_Timer of one entry is zero
accept the other as current
if remote entry accepted as current
propagate it on all other links (see belo~)
else if both Entry_Timers are zero
entries remain unchanged
if tlocal and iremot"'- match
if contents of entries also match, continue
else set state = unknovn
alaeif iremote -< lloea/
accept local entry as current
else accept remote entry as current
also, propagate updated entry on all other links,
Propagated entry has old timestamp and restart-no based
on remote entry and, therefore, Rill not interfere vith
the latest updates for the link vhich Rill carry a new
timestamp.
end.
For all the entries marked unkno~ above, request explicit updates
from the nodes responsible for generating updates




Figure 4.4 Recovery of node k merges two parti tioIlS
4.4 Discussion
The use of a relJtar-Lno for every node, the parameter MAXJNT, and the pro-
cedure for merging entire link status tables across a recovering link help in avoiding
the possible anomalies discussed earlier. The node re3tarLno allows us to distin-
guish between two successive node restarts and, therefore, allows removal of status
updates generated before a restart. The choice of appropriate values for parameters
UPDATEJNTERVAL and MAXJNT allows us to limit the inconsistency caused
by lost updates. The procedure for merging link status tables across a recovering
link facilitates propagation of lost updates during a partition. Also, all the control
packets in an UPDS carry a checksum to detect corruption of control data.
A link status packet also cannot be forwarded and propagated indefinitely be-
cause each node propagates a status update only if it carries a timestamp that is
greater (>-) than the one in the stored entry for that link.
Unfortunately, this restriction on forwarding updates is not sufficient to pre-
vent immortal packets as illustrated by a problem that occurred in the ARPA-
NET [Ros8I). Due to some hardware error, a node generated three consecutive
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updates with sequence numbers I, K/3, and 2KI3 respectively. A node that re-
ceived the first update stored it, and then accepted updates with sequence numbers
K/3 and 2[(/3 as the recent ones and propagated them further. Soon it received the
first update again and forwarded the update again as the latest one. In the absence
of any mechanism to age and discard old packets, the three packets continued to
circulate indefinitely. Such a problem cannot occur in the UPDS because the UPDS
contains two mechanisIIlB to discard old packets. First, each control packet carries
a hopcount that limits the number of times a packet is forwarded. When a node
receives a control packet, it decrements the hopcount in the packet and discards
the packet if the hopcount becomes O. Second, the lifetime of an entry stored at a
node is also restricted by the parameter MAX_TIMER and, thus, a stale entry will
be discarded by a node if it does not receive a new update.
A node may not receive information about the addition of another node because
of a lost update. However, such a node discovers the lapse when it receives sub-
sequent status updates from the node and contacts the master node to obtain the
latest topology.
Our design and correctness criterion do not preclude the possibility that a node
may make routing decisions based on old information due to loss of some updates.
A simple sanity check performed when routing a packet may detect some of the
inconsistencies. Given a packet with source S, destination D, and the link Lover
which it arrived, a node n performs the following checks. First, the node n compares
S against its own nodeid to see whether there is a routing loop. Second, given such
a packet, n consults its routing table to determine the link M over which the packet
should be sent, and then uses all the available information as follows:
• If M is none, then destination D is unreachable, and that means either S or n
has incorrect information.
• if M is same as L, then there is a routing loop involving Sand n.
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Whenever a node detects such inconsistencies, it discards the packet received and
sends back a control packet to S indicating the possible inconsistency. It then checks
the age of the link status entries for all the links adjacent to D and compares the age
of each entry against the parameter UPDATE...1NTERVAL to determine whether it
has missed any updates. If the inconsistency persists, the node n may then initiate
a link status exchange with its neighbors to obtain the latest information about all
the links adjacent to the destination D.
The consistency checks described above do not detect all the possible inconsisten-
cies. Each node has only partial information about the network status infonnation
at other nodes and, therefore, detecting all the possible inconsistencies is a difficult
problem. Even though our algorithm does not prevent inconsistencies completely,
it limits their occurrence and interval over which they persist using a combination
of network parameters and precautions discussed above.
4.5 Summary
We have presented an efficient link status exchange protocol for fast propaga-
tion of link status information in the Multiswitch network. Our link status exchange
protocol uses an algorithm for fast propagation of link status updates that is opti-
mized for the expected case when no update packets are lost, and no link or node
failures occur. The protocol uses a separate algorithm to handle recovery or failure
of individual nodes or links. The protocol, however, does not ensure reliable de-
livery of update packets to all the nodes in the network, and occasionally packets
containing updates may be lost causing temporary inconsistencies. The probability
of lost updates is low due to two reasons. First, the networks assigns highest prior-
ity to link status update packets and, thus, the update packets will not be lost due
to overloading in the network. Second, the low bit-error rates of fiber optic links
make the loss of updates due to transmission errors unlikely. Therefore, the proto-
col avoids the overhead of ensuring reliable delivery of every update and, instead,
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relies on frequency of updates and sanity checks in routing to detect temporary
inconsistencies.
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5. CONGESTION AVOIDANCE AND CONTROL
The chief liability of a datagram service lies in congestion. In this chapter, we
describe the problem of congestion, discuss the related work, and present a scheme
for avoiding and controlling congestion in a Multiswitch network.
5.1 Problem of Congestion
A network that offers a datagram service is susceptible to congestion due to the
following inherent characteristics of a datagram facility and its implementation in
a packet-switched network.
• A datagram facility is connectionless and there is no preallocation of resources
to datagrams from the same source. Each datagram is a completely self-
contained unit in terms of addressing and routing, and two datagrams with
identical source and destination travel through the network independently
with little state information in intennediate nodes on the path.
• Datagram traffic exhibits a bursty and unpredictable pattern in terms of the
amount of load it imposes on the network. Each source of traffic is free to
send datagrams at a rate that is completely independent of the rates at which
other sources are sending traffic over the same path in the network. The bursty
and unpredictable nature of traffic arises mainly from the asynchronous and
unpredictable demands of applications (for example, interactive applications
such as a X Window client or applications that use a transactional model
communicate with a remote server infrequently) as well as from the fact that
the network must support many users with different requirements.
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• Each node in the network allocates its resources (link capacity, buffer space
in queues, and processing power) completely on demand as the datagrarns
arrive. Thus, there is completely asynchronous sharing of network resources
among many sources of datagrams.
Whenever traffic arriving at a node exceeds its capacity, the node enqueues
the datagrams until they can be processed resulting in increases in switching de-
lays. When a queue at a node overflows, the node must discard packets, leading
to increased end-to-end retransmissions, delays, and loss of throughput resulting in
overall degradation of performance. This phenomenon is known as congestion.
5.2 Related Work
A congestion control algorithm restricts the amount of traffic in the network to
avoid overloading the resources of any node in the network. It provides mechanisms
to detect the occurrence (or imminent occurrence) of congestion, and to respond
to congestion by reducing the traffic in the network. The various strategies for
preventing congestion include preallocation of buffer space at individual nodes to
different sources of traffic, relying completely on the sources to take steps to avoid
overloading, and to discard excess traffic and to inform the sources of excess traffic
when congestion develops. Many congestion control schemes based on these strate-
gies have been proposed in the literature [GK80,Jai86,JRC87,Nag84,PP87,Jac88].
The rest of this section describes such congestion control schemes and discusses
their merits and drawbacks.
5.2.1 Preallocation of Buffers
One of the strategies for link-level congestion control uses pre-allocation of
buffers at intennediate nodes [GKBOJ. For example, ARPANET [HHSB3] penna-
nently allocates a minimum number of buffers to every inbound and outbound path
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and sets a limit on the maximum number of packets in ecah of the input and out-
put queues. An intermediate node discards packets when a queue becomes full and
expects the previous node on the path to retransmit the dropped packet. Such a
scheme is applicable only if the network uses reliable link level delivery with hop-
to-hop acknowledgements and How control. The scheme is also slow in preventing
congestion because the congestion notification must propagate back to the source
through all the intermediate nodes before the source can reduce its input.
5.2.2 Implicit Feedback
Jain [Jai86] describes a transport level scheme to avoid congestion. Under this
scheme, a source on a transport level connection relies on acknowledgements from
the receiver to control the traffic and uses lack of one or more acknowledgements
to detect lost packets and, therefore, the presence of congestion in the network.
When an acknowledgement does not arrive within a certain time interval (an ac-
knowledgement times out), a source on the connection concludes that the packet
loss occurred due to congestion at some point in the path and reduces the load
on the network by sending fewer packets (e.g., by shrinking the window size at
transport level). The method of using timeout to deduce presence of congestion
can fail because a timeout may·occur due to reasons other than congestion (for ex-
ample, hardware errors, packet corruption, or temporarily overrunning resources at
the destination may cause packet loss). Thus, the scheme may reduce throughput
uIUlecessarily due to inaccurate estimates. Also, the implicit scheme is useful only
with the connection-oriented transport protocols that use acknowledgements and a
flow control mechanism and cannot be used for datagram based protocols such as
UDP [PosSO].
5.2.3 Explicit Feedback
Another strategy for controlling congestion involves sending explicit feedback
messages (souTce quench or choke packets) back to the source of traffic whenever a
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node detects congestion as a result of a queue overflow or traffic exceeding a link's
capacity. The source is then responsible for reducing its traffic until the congestion
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eases. For example, Cyclades network [Pou82] and the networks in the TCPlIP
Internet [Com88a,Nag84] use schemes based on this idea.
In a TCP lIP network, a congested node sends ICMP source quench messages
[PosSI] to the source(s) of the traffic over the congested link. After receiving a
quench message, the source host reduces the rate at which it is sending the packets
to the specified destination for a period of time. The source host then gradually in-
creases the rate at which it sends packets to that destination until it starts receiving
source quench messages again. As pointed out in [PP87L these schemes suffer from
oscillations in throughput. Packets are lost during the period the network recovers
from the congestion and the throughput drops considerably. After the recovery, the
throughput increases gradually until the congestion occurs again. Apart from the
packets dropped during congestion, another reason for drop in the throughput is the
way loss of packets interacts with the window-based flow control at the transport
layer. A single lost packet can prevent the window from being advanced leading to
degradation of throughput.
The source quench based schemes suffer from another drawback. These schemes
typically generate the quench messages after the congestion occurs, thus introducing
additional traffic into the network when resources are scarce.
A variation of the source quench based scheme called the binary feedback scheme
is used in DECNET [JRC87]. DECNET reserves a field in the network layer header
of each packet for indicating congestion on the path of a packet. A congested
node on the path of packet sets a bit in the reserved field to indicate the presence
of congestion. The receiver of the packet duplicates the reserved field in the ac-
knowledgement for the packet to inform the original source of congestion on the
path. On receipt of acknowledgements indicating congestion, the source takes steps
to reduce its transmission rate by adjusting the flow-control window. Again, the
scheme asswnes that the sources of traffic use a stream-based transport protocol
with acknowledgements and a flow control.
In the following, we summarize the disadvantages of the source quench based
schemes.
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• These schemes rely on connection-oriented transport protocols with follow-
ing characteristics. The protocols maintain state information that includes
identity of sources of traffic and amount of traffic being sent. The protocols
use end-to-end acknowledgements to detect lost packets and use a flow con-
tral mechanism (such as a sliding window protocol [Com88aD to regulate the
amount of traffic being sent. The network itself does not contain any mech-
anism to control the total amount of incoming traffic, and, instead, drops
excess packets whenever congestion occurs.
Because these schemes rely on a transport level protocol to maintain the
state information, they fail to restrict the traffic generated by sources using
a connectionless protocol such as the User Datagram Protocol [PosSO]. With
the increasing use of applicatioIlB such as the Domain Narne Service [MocS3]
and SUN NFS, datagram traffic forms a substantial part of Internet traffic.
Therefore, it is important to restrict the entry of excess datagram traffic into
the network to prevent congestion within a network.
• The source quench messages (or the binary feedback scheme in DECNET) do
not provide any explicit information about the cmrent load on the link, the
total link capacity, and do not indicate the amount or proportion by which
each source should reduce the traffic. Thus, each source is forced to stop
sending traffic for some time irrespective of its own contribution to the total
traffic over an affected link.
Co'nsider a scenario in which two sources A and B are sending packets through
the same intermediate node that experiences congestion. Assume that source
A is transferring bulk data using packets of fixed size (say, 512 octets) with a
large window size allowing it to send packets at a high rate. Also, asswne that
source B (with a remote interactive login session) generates smaller packets
(say, 40 octets) at a steady rate. The packets from source A cause congestion
at the intermediate node that starts sending back source quench messages.
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In response to the quench message, both the sources close their flow control
windows completely, resulting in noticeable increase in response time for the
source B even though source B contributes much less to the congestion. The
problem of unfair penalty is even more serious when many sources share a
single path to a destination. For example, consider a coast-to-coast trunk
shared among hundreds of sources. An infusion of a large amount of traffic
by a single source can cause congestion, but the rest of the sources may suf-
fer degradation of performance if all of them respond to the congestion by
reducing their traffic .
• New transport protocols, namely, NETBLT [CLZ87] and VMTP [Che86] use
rate-based flow control Wllike other transport protocols that use window-
based flow control. Source quench based schemes do not provide any infor-
mation about the current state of a congested path (such as current load and
total capacity) that can be used by these proto~ols to adjust the traffic rates.
The next section presents a congestion avoidance and control scheme for the
UPDS that provides a significant improvement over the schemes described in this
section.
5.3 Overview Of Our Scheme
We consider the problem of congestion in two parts, the problem of congc3tion
control and the problem of conge~tion a1Joidance. A congestion avoidance mecha-
nism acts to prevent the congestion by monitoring and controlling the amount of
traffic flowing into the network so that the incoming traffic does not exceed the
capacity of any link. Congestion avoidance is useful because it restricts the excess
traffic at the entry to the network and, thus, saves network resources by not waiting
for congestion to occur at some intermediate point. Unfortunately, this scheme is
effective only when unifonn traffic patterns exist to a destination. For example,
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a high capacity, coast-to-cost trunk exhibits such a steady-state behavior. How-
ever, the datagram traffic is bursty, and this mechanism is not sufficient to prevent
the congestion due to sudden burst of traffic over a path. A congestion control
mechanism detects the occurrence (or imminent occurrence) of congestion at an
intermediate node and acts to reduce the amount of traffic over the affected link.
5.3.1 Avoidance and Control
Our scheme incorporates both the mechanisms to prevent and control the con-
gestion.
First, each node obtains information about the current state of the network
from periodic link status updates. Nodes on the periphery of the network use this
information to determine the currently available capacity of the shortest path to
each destination. These nodes monitor the incoming traffic and restrict the traffic
to a destination from entering if the traffic exceeds the available capacity.
Second, each node in the network monitors the outgoing traffic on all of its ad-
jacent links and generates rate control messages when the load on the link increases
beyond a pre-determined threshold. The rate control messages contain explicit in-
formation about the current load and link capacity. These messages are generated
before the traffic exceeds a link's total capacity and, thus, provide an early warning
to the sources of traffic to prevent congestion.
5.3.2 Potential Users
Rate control messages provide explicit infonnation about the available capacity
on a link and the fraction of that capacity that is currently used (current load). The
infonnation in control messages can be used by the sources of traffic to compare
their transmission rates against available capacity and to adjust the rates to avoid
congestion. The potential users of this information include network layer proto-
cols, transport layer protocols, and even routers that interconnect multiple physical
networks.
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Some network level protocols may include a mechanism to adjust the transmis-
sion rates or packet interarrival times for traffic generated by higher level transport
protocols. For example, [PP87] proposes such a mechanism for Internet Protocol
(IP) whereas [Kli87] describes an implementation of IP that controls the interwpacket
gap for TCP traffic.
Transport level protocols such as TCP use a window based How control and can
use the rate control messages to adjust the window sizes, whereas protocols such
NETBLT and VMTP can use the rate control information to adjust the inter-packet
gaps, inter-burst gaps, and burst sizes [CLZ87,Che86].
Routers can be considered to be sources of traffic because they channel traffic
from one physical network to another and have the ability to direct the flow of traffic
along alternate paths. Also, because the new transport protocols such as NETBLT
and VMTP use rate based flow control, preserving and manipulating inter~packet
gaps through the gateways is important, as pointed. out in [Che88a]. Preserving the
interpacket gap is important to avoid overwhelming a receiver, whereas increasing
the interpacket gap may be necessary to adjust the transmission rates to match the
capacity of the path to a destination. Thus, a router may increase the interpacket
gaps for the packets going to a destination that lies on a congested path.
The following two sections present the details of congestion avoidance and con-
trol mechanisms.
5.4 Congestion A voidance
As described in Chapter 4, each node obtains the link status information about
all the links from the periodic link status updates. On an average, each node receives
an update every UPDATEJNTERVAL time (described earlier in Chapter 4). Each
node uses this information to compute the shortest path to each destination and uses
the path to route datagram traffic. Nodes on the periphery of the network use this
information to prevent congestion. For each destination, a node on the periphery
computes the total available capacity (in octets/sec) along with the shortest path
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to that destination. The node monitors the traffic entering the network to find the
average rate to each destination and discards the traffic if it exceeds the available
capacity over the path to that destination. The node also sends back a rate control
message to the source of each packet discarded requesting a reduction in traffic.
It is the responsibility of a source to reduce the traffic in response to the rate
control messages. The source suffers loss of throughput if it fails to respond quickly
because the network discards excess incoming traffic at its entry.
5.5 Congestion Control
To prevent congestion due to bursts of datagrams, each intermediate node in
the UPDS monitors the load on all of its adjacent links and generates rate control
messages to warn the sources before the incoming traffic can exceed a link's capacity.
There are three main issues in such a congestion control mechanism: what should
each rate control message contain to accurately reflect the current state of a link,
when should a node generate control messages, and how should the recipients inter-
pret and use these messages to control transmission rates. The following sections
address these issues in detail.
5.5.1 Rate Control Message
Each rate control message contains the following information:
• the available link capacity in octets/sec.
• a value between 0 and 1 that specifies the current load.
• the destination nodeid in the packet that triggered this rate control message.
• the remaining data part or as much part of the original packet (headers and
data) that can fit inside the rate control packet.
Each rate control message has a fixed length of 128 octets including the protocol
header and checksum. We chose a fixed size for two reasons. First, apart from the
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rate control information, we need to include enough information about the offending
traffic so that the recipient of such a message can deduce information about the
application or transport level source of the traffic. This is similar to the ICMP
protocol that includes IP header as well as a part of the TCP header in its message.
Because we do not make any assumptions about specific higher level protocols
used, we want to leave enough room to accommodate headers of present and future
transport protocols. Second, the new high-speed networks such as FDDI specify the
minimum packet size (128 octets in case of FDDI) so that the network interfaces
and protocol receivers can sustain the high media access rates [Che87,KC88].
5.5.2 Generating Rate Control Messages
An important part of generating rate control messages involves choosing an
accurate measure of current load. on the link. Two possible ways of measuring the
current load on a link are: using average link utilization (represent aggregate traffic
over a period of time in terms of the total capacity of a link)!, or using the length
of a queue of outgoing packets for the link.
Average link utilization provides a good indication of average load over the link,
but fails to effectively aCCO'lUlt for sudden bursts of traffic over the link. The bursty
datagram traffic is the main source of congestion, and only reporting average link
utilization does not provide a source enough information on how to adjust the burst
size and inter~packetgaps.
A queue of outgoing packets for a link serves two purposes. First, the queue
buffers packets when either a node is in the midst of servicing another packet, or
when there is a mismatch of speed between an incoming link and outgoing link.
Second, the queue provides temporary space for the packets if they arrive when the
1An alternate approach is to use the node utilization as a measure provided the link
service time is a bottleneck rather than the link capacity. However, we assume that each
node contains enough capacity to saturate all the adjacent links with traffic and, therefore,
service time is not the bottleneck.
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outgoing link is busy. Whenever the queue is always full, it indicates that traffic
over the link exceeds the link capacity.
UPDS uses both the average link utilization and queue lengths to compute the
load on a link so that it can provide accurate feedback about the state of a link.
5.5.2.1 Link Utilization As A Measure Of Load
A node in the UPDS reports the load on a link as a value between aand 1. We
use a lower value of load (value between 0 and 0.5) when there is no congestion, and
use a higher value (between 0.5 and 1) to indicate congestion. A node computes the
load value as follows. The node measures the traffic over a time period (equal to
UPDATEJNTERVAL) and also monitors the average queue length. If the average
queue length over the time period is less than 1, then the node uses the average
link utilization to compute the load value between 0 and 0.5, where 0 indicates
a negligible load and 0.5 indicates that the link capacity is almost fully utilized.
When the average queue length is less than I, it indicates that the packet rate over
a link is low enough to experience low switching delay (and no queuing delays) in
transi t through the node.
Whenever the average queue length is more than 1, it indicates that the packets
suffer queuing delays and traffic rate should be adjusted to operate below this
point. In this case, the node computes a load value between 0.5 and 1 to reflect the
increased load. The next section discusses computation of load values using queue
lengths.
Rate control messages include an appropriate load value to indicate relative
changes in the link load. Whenever load on a link adjacent to a node starts in-
creasing and the node starts enqueuing incoming packets, the node uses higher load
values (between 0.5 and 1) to warn the sources of potential congestion. It also gen-
erates messages with lower values (between 0 and 0.5) whenever the load decreases,
and congestion ceases to provide an indication of the latest link utilization.
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5.5.2.2 Using Queue Lengths To Estimate Load
Each node maintains a separate queue of outgoing packets for each of its adjacent
links' with an upper limit on the length of the queue. The node monitors the length
of a queue to detect the possibility of congestion.
When one uses the length ofa queue of outgoing packets over a link, there are two
alternatives. One may use either the length of the queue at any instant to estimate
the current load or use average length over a time interval to determine how the load
on a link behaves. The issue of using instantaneous queue lengths versus average
queue lengths has been studied in literature [YYS3,Har84,RJ88]. On the one hand,
if a node uses instantaneous queue length to generate rate control messages, then
it might react too quickly to transient load increases and thus generate irrelevant
messages that reduce throughput tulnecessarily. Also, reporting load on the basis of
instantaneous queue lengths does not provide the sources of traffic a consistent view
of the average load on the linle On the other hand, using average queue lengths
requires that a node must carefully choose the time interval for averaging. Choosing
a large interval leads to slow responses to load changes, whereas choosing a smaller
interval leads to disadvantages similar to those when one uses instantaneous queue
lengths.
Another approach is to adapt the time interval for averaging according to changes
in traffic patterns [RJ88]. Under the adaptive scheme, each node keeps track of
length of busy and idle periods corresponding to arrival or absence of bursts of
traffic. The averaging interval is determined by the length of a cycle consisting of
a busy period followed by an idle period.
We use a scheme that combines the advantages of using instantaneous queue
lengths (quick response to bursty traffic) with the advantage of using average queue
lengths (provide a consistent view of the load on the link). In the UPDS, each node
maintains two values for each queue: the previous length (the length of the queue
when last packet was added to the queue) and current average length. The average
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length is computed each time a packet is added to the queue, but the interval over
which an average is computed changes dynamically as follows:
• Whenever a packet is added to the queue, if the instantaneous length is greater
than the previous length and crosses one of the pre-specified thresholds, the
node starts computing a new average discarding the old average. The thresh~
aIds are 20%, 40%, 50%, 60%, and 70% of the maximum possible length of
the queue.
• If the instantaneous length is less than the preVIOUS length and decreases
below one of the thresholds specified above, the node discards the old average
value and starts computing the average again with initial average value equal
to the instantaneous length.
The two rules allow us to adjust the average value to reflect the changing con-
ditions. If the queue length is increasing steadily towards the maximum possible,
discarding the old average whenever a threshold is reached allows the new average
value to quickly reflect the increase in load. If the queue length decreases suddenly,
a node starts with a new average to take such a change into account. The advantage
of this approach is that we do not have to fix the time interval for averaging, and
the average reflects the relative changes in load over a time interval.
After adding a packet to the queue, the node sends back a rate control message
to the source if one of the following conditions is met:
• Current average length is equal to or more than the 70% of the maximum
possible length.
• Average length crosses one of the thresholds described above.
A node includes a load factor in the rate control message to indicate the fraction of
the link capacity being used. If the average queue length is less than 1, the node
uses the measured link utilzation to compute a load factor between 0 and 0.5. If
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the average queue length is more than 1, a node computes the load factor as follows:
w = 0.5 + (ave_qZength)/(2 * Max_qZength)
5.5.3 Using Rate Control Messages
Sources use the received control information to control the rates of transmission
to a destination. There are two questions raised by these messages: how quickly
should a source respond to a rate control message, and how should the source modify
its transmission rate based on the information provided. We discuss each of these
questions in the following two sections.
5.5.3.1 Filtering Rate Control Messages
A source must carefully choose the frequency at which it modifies its transmis-
sion rate in response to rate control messages. The decision frequency determines
the responsiveness of the congestion control mechanism and is important for two
reasons.
First, a source must take into account the latency period involved due to round
trip delay between itself and the source of control messages. Reducing the trans-
mission rate frequently may lead to unnecessary decrease in throughput. Similarly,
increases in transmission rates when congestion ceases must also be progressive to
take the latency into account. For example, [RJ88] describes the perils of adjusting
window size on every acknowledgement from a receiver in a sliding window flow
control protocol.
Second, even though a node generates rate control messages using a strategy
aimed at providing a consistent view of the load on a link, the node does not
maintain enough state to prevent sending too many rate control messages to the
same source. Therefore, it is important that a recipient uses a low-pass filtering
function to filter out messages that are spaced too closely or messages that report
the same load value. Also, it is important that a source treats successive messages
with increasing load cautiously based on their inter-arrival times.
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We suggest the use of a time parameter To! to adjust the responsiveness according
to latency involved. After a source modifies its transmission rate in response to a
control message, it should ignore subsequent messages that arrive within time Ts
after the initial one, provided they report the same load value or are too closely
spaced (a few inter-packet gap times apart) within the interval.
Selection of the parameter T.. depends on the transport protocol in use. The
protocols such as TCP maintain a retransmission timer based on estimated round
trip delay and can use the timer value to decide the value of Tao Protocols such as
VMTP and NETBLT determine the retransmission rate based either on inter-burst
gaps or selective acknowledgement and can select the value of T" based on current
retransmission rate. For traffic from a connectionless protocol such as UDP, it is
difficult to correctly estimate the value of T3 in the absence of any state information
and [PP87] suggests choosing a single, absolute value for each destination.
5.5.4 Changing Transmission Rates
Changing the transmission rate in response to a control message involves either
modifying the packet rate (packets per second) or adjusting the inter~packetgap (or
inter-packet arrival time). Choosing a correct function for increasing or decreasing
transmission rates is extremely important, because the function may determine the
stability and fairness of the congestion control scheme.
Under one possible scheme, when a node decreases its packet rate in response
to congestion or increases it when conditions improve, the node could use a simple
additive function (adding or subtracting a fixed amount from the packet rate) to
change its transmission rate. However, [RJ88,Jac88] show that an additive function
leads to oscillations in delays and throughput, and to unfair sharing of network
resources among multiple sources. Instead, [RJ88,Jai86] show that multiplicative
decrease (reducing the rate to a fraction of its previous value) and additive increase
leads to fair sharing of resources. Based on these results and our experience [CY88J,
we suggest adjusting the packet rate and inter-packet gap as follows.
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Let L = Link capacity reported in the rate control message
Let P = Effective packet rate = P(J,ck~tSize
Let w = Current load on the link, 0 < w < 1
Let Raid = Current packet rate in packets/sec
Let Gold = Current inter-packet gap in sees.
Let R new = New packet rate
Let Gnew = New inter-packet gap
The formulas for decreasing and increasing packet rates or inter-packet gaps are as
follows:
For multiplicative decrease:
R new = min(P, 0 * RaId), and
Gnow = ma:x(Gold/8, liP).
where 0 = 1.5 - w, 0.5 < 0 ::; 0.9, and w > 0.5
For addi tive increase:
Rnc1l1 = Rold * (1 + Ll), and
Gnow = Gold/(l + Ll.)
where 0 < Ll. < 0.5, Ll. = (0.5 - w)/2, and w $ 0.5
After a node reduces its transmission rate in response to control messages, it may
increase the transmission rate again if the node does not receive any rate control
message over a long period. 'When the additive increase takes place in the absence
of a previous rate control message, we suggest value of 0.1 for 6. to achieve a steady
linear increase in the transmission rate to match the capacity of a path. Of course, a
protocol may use a more sophisticated function involving history of past rate control
messages and spacing between them. The most important criterion for choosing a
function for increasing transmission rate is that the fWlCtion converge slowly to the
desired rate so that the nodes on a path have sufficient time to respond to increase
in packet rates.
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5.5.5 Examples Of Uses
This section presents concrete examples of using rate control information with
existing protocols.
NETBLT controls the flow of traffic to a destination in two ways [CLZ87]. First,
the packet rate is adjusted based on the receiver's ability to buffer incoming data
and the network's ability to accommodate traffic in the presence of traffic from
other sources. Second, the retransmission timer is not based on round trip delay
time, but, instead, retransmission rate depends on the current packet rate. NET-
BLT transmits packets in bursts, and the burst size is determined by the receiver's
buffer allocation, whereas burst rate is determined by the network state and re-
ceiver's ability to receive incoming data at a certain rate. The interpacket gap is
determined by the burst size and rate as:
inter-packet gap = (burst size) / (burst rate)
Thus, NETBLT can use the information about the current load on a link and
available capacity of the link to adjust the inter-packet gap by reducing the burst
rate for a given burst size.
VMTP dynamically detects whether the transmission rate is too high based on
lost packets and selective acknowledgements. However, this method takes too long
(on the order of several round trip time delays) to adjust the transmission rate to
the desired level. Instead, VMTP could use the information in rate control messages
to adjust the inter-packet gap and packet rates, because the flow control in VMTP
is similar to that used by NETBLT.
5.6 Features of Our Scheme
1. Our scheme provides an early warning to the sources so that congestion can
be prevented as early as possible.
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2. The scheme uses a rate-based feedback that allows a source to reduce trans-
mission proportional to its contribution to the congestion, irrespective of the
transmission rates of other sources.
3. In the current Internet, the scheme can be adopted using the existing IeMP
protocol without adding a new protocol, and thus incremental implementation
and installation in Internet gateways and hosts is possible.
4. OW" congestion avoidance scheme controls the traffic entering the network
and, thus, prevents a misbehaving source from congesting some intermediate
point in the network.
5. Rate control messages provide information about the transmission rates that
can be supported by a network and, thus, are useful to the protocols such as
V1v1TP and NETBLT to adjust aggregate packet rates and inter-packet arrival
times.
5.7 Performance Considerations
The proposed congestion control scheme may affect the performance of the net-
work due to the overhead based on following factors: complexity and cost of mon-
itoring traffic in intermediate nodes, switching and transmission overhead of rate
control messages, and the cost of maintaining control information at the sources of
traffic.
The use of link state routing and link status exchange algorithm already requires
each node in the network to monitor performance of all adjacent links. The conges-
tion control scheme uses the available information for generating control messages
and, thus, does not require any additional effort. However, rate control messages
generated by congested nodes cause switching and transmission overhead in the
network.
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Each rate control message fits in a packet of minimum size and has highest prior-
ity. Because the packet switches designed for high speed networks use cut-through
switching for packets in transit, rate control messages will incur low switching over-
head due to their small size (128 octets) and highest priority. Also, a single rate
control message would take up miniscule amount of capacity of a link in high sp·
eed networks. The total amount of bandwidth consumed by the control messages,
however, depends on a number of factors including number of hops traversed, total
amount of traffic present over the path, and frequency at which these messages
are generated. Concrete measurements and experiments are needed to obtain a
definitive assessment of the overhead.
The congestion control scheme also requires that the sources of traffic to keep
track of their transmission rates and a history of past rate control messages. Most
connection oriented transport protocols such as TCP, VMTP, and NETBLT already
maintain similar state information and, therefore, should not suffer additional per~
formance penalty. Also, there is a growing trend toward keeping rate control infor-
mation for traffic that belongs to connectionIess transport protocols. For example,
[PP87,Kli87] propose maintaining rate based information at IP layer in TCPlIP
implementation, whereas [Jus89] points out the need for a flow control in the SUN
NFS client-server protocol.
5.8 Summary
Preventing congestion in a network involves congestion avoidance and congestion
control. A congestion avoidance mechanism takes steps to prevent the congestion
by monitoring and controlling the amount of traffic flowing into the network so
that the incoming traffic does not exceed the capacity of any link. Congestion
avoidance alone is not enough for preventing congestion because sudden bursts of
traffic over a path can cause congestion at some intermediate node. A congestion
control mechanism detects the occurrence (or imminent occurrence) of congestion
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at an intermediate node and acts to reduce the amount of traffic over the affected
linle
We have presented a scheme that integrates both avoidance and control mech-
anisms together. Congestion avoidance mechanism at nodes on the periphery of
the network controls the incoming traffic so that it does not exceed the capacity of
paths to different destinations. Congestion control mechanism at a node monitors
the performance of adjacent links and generates rate control messages that warn the
sources of traffic before congestion develops. The early waxning messages help the
sources to take steps to prevent congestion. Rate control messages provide explicit
information about the available capacity on a link and the fraction of that capacity
that is currently used (current load). The information in rate control messages can
be used by the sources of traffic to compare their transmission rates against avail-
able capacity and current load, and to adjust traffic rates to avoid congestion. The
potential users of this information include network layer protocols) transport layer
protocols, and even routers that interconnect multiple physical networks.
The next chapter describes a novel communication abstraction and a resource
reservation model to make performance guarantees in a UPDS.
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6. A RESOURCE RESERVATION MODEL
This chapter examines the problem of providing predictable performance in
packet switched networks, proposes a resource reservation scheme, and introduces
a novel network layer communication abstraction called a flow.
6.1 Need for Predictable Performance
This dissertation focuses on how to provide high-performance communication
over high-speed networks. The use of networks is not limited to applications such
as remote login, file transfers, and electronic mail. Increasing popularity of com~
puting environments that use distributed processing or information has prompted
the need for predictable and high performance communication. Examples of ap-
plications that need high-performance communication include distributed transac-
tion processing, realwtime voice and video communication, multimedia conferencing,
and image processing. These applications have diverse performance requirements
in terms of average or maximum delay, throughput, and error tolerance. Some of
these applications are also perfonnance-critical requiring strict adherence to specific
performance requirements. For example, real-time voice demands that traffic be de-
livered at a steady rate (32 kbps) and within a fixed interval (within 0.1 second)
so that there are no perceptible breaks in the conversation. Data transfers involv-
ing remote instrumentation and video require both high throughput and low delay,
whereas image transfers demand high throughput. Low delay is also important for
distributed applications such as atomic transactions in distributed databases. In
general, an update to a database needs to lock access to information residing on
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more than one machine. If the locking operation at distant machines is slow be-
cause of network delays, the concurrency of other transactions will be affected, and
the performance of the whole system will be degraded. Thus, the network should
make some guarantee on throughput and upper limit on delay to accommodate the
distributed applications that operate over a wide area network.
The next section reviews the cODlffiWlication abstractions provided by existing
computer networks, and discusses their usefulness in high speed networks.
6.2 Existing Communication Abstractions
Current computer networks can be divided into two basic types: circuit 3witched
and packet switched.
6.2.1 Circuit Switching
Circuit switched networks require a source of traffic to establish a connection
or a circuit to the destination before sending any traffic. Establishing a circuit
involves selecting a path to the destination and reserving bandwidth on the links
in the path. When the circuit is in place, all the traffic in the circuit travels over
the reserved path. The network reserves bandwidth along the path exclusively for
the traffic on the circuit, and no other traffic can use the reserved capacity. Circuit
switched networks provide a guaranteed, reliable, and sequenced delivery of traffic.
The advantage of circuit switching lies in its guaranteed capacity on a fixed path.
Once a circuit is established, no other network traffic will decrease the capacity
available to the circuit. Because the path is fixed and capacity is reserved, traffic is
delivered with minimal switching delay and a source sees little variation in average
throughput and delay.
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The disadvantage of circuit switching is that network capacity may be wasted.
When a circuit is idle, the reserved capacity cannot be used by other traffic result~
iug in poor network utilization. For example, U.S. telephone system uses circuit
switching and a typical telephone conversation is idle up to 60% of the time [PTB65].
Circuit switching is also not suitable for data traffic for the following two reasons.
First, data traffic is usually characterized by long, low activity sessions. Applications
based on client-server paradigm and transaction processing generate traffic that is
bursty and unpredictable nature. If one used circuit switching for such traffic, the
network will assign an exclusive circuit to each data session and a lot of network
capacity will be wasted during idle periods. Also, circuit switching can only support
a limited number of data traffic sessions due to its reservation policy. Second, if
data transfers last for short duration, they will find the overhead of establishing
and clearing a circuit overwhelming compared to the" cost of data transfer.
6.2.2 Packet Switching
Packet switched networks take an entirely different approach. In a packet
switched network, traffic on a network is divided into small segments called packets
that are multiplexed over conununication links connecting multiple computers. At
the destination, the packets are reassembled into original message. A packet carries
identification that enables computers on the path to know whether the packet is
destined for them or how to send the packet to its correct destination.
The chief advantage of packet switching is that multiple conununications among
computers can proceed concurrently on a path, with capacity of the links in the path
shared among all sources of traffic. Thus, packet switched networks utilize network
resources efficiently. The disadvantage of packet switched networks is that end-to-
end communication delays and throughput can vary over a wide range. Because
there is no reservation of capacity to traffic from individual sources and no restriction
on amount of traffic each source can send, the total amount of traffic at some point
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in the network can exceed the capacity at that point leading to congestion and
deterioration of performance as described in the previous chapter.
Packet switched networks offer one of the two kinds of services: datagrams or
virtual circuits.
The datagram service is connectionleS8 and based on the model of best effort
delivery. Connectionless service means that the network routes each packet sep-
arately based solely on the address information in the packet and independent of
other packets originating from the same source. Therefore, packets from the same
source may arrive at their destination out of order, and the packets may also be
lost because the network promises to make a best effort to deliver each packet, but
does not guarantee delivery.
Virtual circuit networks provide reliable, sequenced. delivery of packets from each
source by using an elaborate error control and retransmission mechanism within the
network. Virtual circuit service is similar to circuit switching in some respects. A
source of traffic must establish a virtual circuit before sending any traffic. At the
time of establishing a virtual circuit, the network selects a path, preallocates buffer
space at intennediate nodes on the path, and all the traffic in the virtual circuit
travels over the same path. However, there is no reservation of link capacity to each
individual virtual circuit as in the case of circuit switching, and the perfonnance of
a virtual circuit depends on the other network traffic. Also, retransmitting a packet
within the network to ensure its delivery may lead to _violatioIlB of delay cOIlBtraints
rendering the eventual packet delivery useless for real-time applications.
Thus, both datagram and virtual circuit networks are prone to congestion and
end-to-end delays and throughput for a source of traffic may vary arbitrarily de-
pending on the total amount of traffic in the network.
6.2.3 Integrated or Hybrid Switching
An integrated switching network contains both circuit switching and packet
switching in one network [Kim87,Kum74,CV75]. Traffic over a link is considered
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divided into time frames. Each time frame is further divided into a number of
slots. Establishing a circuit involves reserving one or more slots in each frame. The
packets occupy free slots dynamically as they arrive. The network uses a complex
scheme to detennine the number of slots assigned to·circuits versus the number of
slots available for packet switched traffic. The capacity may still be wasted when
circuit slots remain idle. Moreover, these networks have only been studied in theory
and have not been implemented in practice because of complexity of algorithms for
slot management.
6.2.4 Discussion
The services offered by circuit switched and packet switched networks span a
broad spectrum in terms of functionality and performance. At one extreme lies pure
circuit swItching that provides guaranteed perfonnance and reliability by reserving
capacity over a fixed path. At other extreme lies pure datagram service that provides
no guarantee on delivery or perfonnance and is prone to congestion. Virtual circuit
networks provide reliable delivery, but provide no guarantee on perfonnance because
they are also susceptible to congestion.
Unfortunately} none of these alternatives is adequate for our goal of accommodat-
ing various kinds of traffic in high speed networks. Connectionless datagram service
is adequate for applications that generate traffic that is bursty and unpredictable
in nature provided the network controls congestion effectively. Circuit switching
is attractive to those applications that demand predictable perfonnance and have
specific constraints on traffic delay and throughput. However} circuit switching re-
sults in waste of network resources, whereas packet switching is preferable due to
its efficient use of network resources.
In the following} we propose a communication abstraction for packet switched
networks that combines the advantages of packet switching and circuit switching}
and provides predictable performance to the users.
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6.3 Providing Predictable Performance
We propose a resource reservation model for high speed packet switched net-
works that supports high performance applications. Under the model, the network
provides two communication abstractions, namely, datagrams and a new abstrac-
tion called a fiow1 . Datagram service is the same as that provided in conventional
packet switched networks, whereas flows are intended to accommodate those appli-
cations that require predictable performance for their traffic. To obtain predictable
performance, a source of traffic specifies a destination and requests the network to
establish a How with specific perfonnance characteristics. The network establishes
a flow by reserving capacity on a path to the destination so that the performance
requirements can be m~t irrespective of other traffic in the network. The model is
based on the following principles:
Performance Predictability Conventional datagram networks provide service to
multiple sources of traffic using the principle of 3tati3tical multiplexing. Be-
cause each source of datagrams does not send traffic all the time, the network
attempts to optimize the resource utilization by dynamically dividing the re-
sources on the same path among multiple resources. The disadvantage is that
performance of each individual source of traffic is not predictable because
the total traffic over a path may exceed the path capacity, leading to loss of
packets and deterioration of performance.
We want a resource reservation model that manages the network resources
more effectively and provides predictable performance to individual sources of
traffic. The model should include mechanisms to accept performance specifi-
cations, to map those specifications into required resources, and to preallocate
resources to guarantee performance.
Flexibility The resource management scheme should be flexible enough to allow
a variety of traffic with diverse performance requirements to coexist within
IThe term flow was inspired by David Clark of MIT [ClaSB]
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the network. In particular, the network should continue to serve datagram-
based applications that need on-demand communication and, therefore, can
not specify perlormance requirements in advance.
Transmission Efficiency Even though we may reserve resources for a particular
source to guarantee performance, the network should utilize resources when
the reserved capacity remains idle because of lack of traffic from that source.
For example, the datagram traffic is routed dynamically and, therefore, may
be routed over paths with reserved capacity during idle periods to improve
transmission efficiency.
Reliability We want to ensure predictability of performance, but do not want to
perform error control within the network to provide reliable delivery for the
following reasons.
First, providing reliable delivery is expensive because it involves error de-
tection/correction and retransmissions within the network. As pointed out
in [SRC84], the function of ensuring reliable delivery should be left to the
application because most applications include their own application-specific
checks to verify reliable data transfer. Thus, ensuring reliable delivery within
the network may lead to duplication of efforts.
Second, some applications can tolerate packet loss provided the loss is limited
to a small fraction of total traffic. For example, packet voice can tolerate
packet loss of up to 1% of total traffic over a period [Coh81] whereas packet
video contains enough redundancy to tolerate greater packet loss. Thus, ex-
pending efforts within the network to ensure reliable delivery is unnecessary
in such cases.
Third, retransmitting a packet to ensure its delivery may lead to violations of
delay constraints rendering the eventual packet delivery useless for real-time
applications.
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Two additional factors also play down the importance of reliable delivery for
flows. The reservation of network resources for a particular source precludes
loss of packets in traffic from the source when total amount of traffic exceeds
the network capacity. Also, low eITor rates of fiber optic links reduce the
possibility of packet losses due to transmission errors. Therefore, we want to
leave the fWlction of reliable delivery to individual applications.
The flow abstraction finds a middle ground between services offered by pure
datagram networks and pure circuit switched networks. Datagram networks mul-
tiplex network resources efficiently, but do not offer any guaranty on delivery or
performance and an application may experience arbitrary oscillations in delay and
throughput. Circuit switched networks, on the other hand, reserve channel capacity
to provide good performance with low delays and guaranteed throughput. Flows
provide performance guarantee, but do not guaranty delivery. Thus, flows avoid
the cost and complexity of reliable delivery, reserve capacity to provide predictable
performance, and also allow a datagram service to coexist in the network. Allowing
a datagram service to operate along with flows is advantageous because datagrams
can use the capacity reserved for a flow when flow traffic is absent and, thus, help
improve network resource utilization.
The next section provides more details on the semantics of flows and performance
specifications.
6.4 Flow Semantics
A flow represents a simplex, end-to-end communication channel between two
network layer entities, a sender and a receiver. When a sender requests a flow,
it specifies its performance requirements in terms of delay, throughput, and error
tolerance. During flow creation, the packet delivery system verifies that it can find
a path to the specified destination that can meet those requirements, pre-allocates
resources for the flow along that path, and guaxantees that the flow traffic that gets
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delivered to the destination will meet specified performance bounds barring a flow
failure. The packet delivery system may declare a How failure when it can no longer
continue to support a flow due to failure of links or nodes in the network. The
packet delivery is still best-effort and it is up to the sendet to detect loss of packets
and to take corrective action.
Figure 6.1 shows the model of flow at the network layer. All the details of
creating and managing a flow as well as routing the flow traffic are handled at the
link layer and are hidden from the sender and the receiver. When a flow fails, the
delivery system informs the sender and the receiver about the failure.
6.4.1 Operations On A Flow
The semantics of flows provides maximum flexibility in their use at the upper
layers and does not restrict the operations on flows to be strictly synchronous. To
allow for synchronous or asynchronous behavior, we assume that a receiver may
either be an active entity such as a process or a passive entity such as a port where
packets are queued. In the following, we describe a set of flow operations available
at the network layer:
flowid f- setup(destination, parameters) The link level delivery system ch-
ecks to verify that it can select a path to the destination that satisfies the
specified parameters, reserves resources along the path, and returns a flow
identifier. All the subsequent messages in a flow carry the flow identifier that
helps the delivery system to identify traffic in a particular flow.
send(flowid, message) Sender requests delivery of the message to the destination
of a flow. This is an asynchronous operation in which the operation appears to
complete before the transmission completes. Thus, the sender does not receive
either an acknowledgement that the message is delivered, or a notification if
the message is lost.
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Figure 6.1 An abstract view of components of a flow
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~erminate(flowid) Sender requests the termination of a flow when the flow is no
longer needed,
failed(flowid) The delivery system informs the sender when one of its flows fails.
The delivery system may inform a sender of a failure either immediately
through an explicit control message or by returning an error when a sender
attempts a flow operation later.
Message f- receive(flowid) Sender accepts delivery of a message from the packet
delivery system.
6.4.2 Flow Parameters
There are two alternatives for specifying the performance requirements of a flow.
First, we could simply define a nwnber of classes of traffic similar to Type Of Service
(TOS) classifications used in some existing protocols such as IP and SNA [McF76].
Under such a scheme, the protocol defines different grades of service based on various
performance characteristics and an application chooses one of the grades depending
on its requirements. However, the classification is normally determined statically
and is defined in qualitative terms. For example, IP TOS classifications are based
on a combination of delay and throughput characteristics such as low delay and
high throughput versus moderate delay and throughput. Given such a broad clas-
sification, it is difficult to map specific quantitative requirements of an application
into appropriate TOS category or deduce strict time constraints on packet deliv~
ery as in the case of packet voice. The other alternative is to allow an application
to specify performance requirements in quantitative terms. Under such a scheme,
an application specifies average and maximum delay and throughput requirements,
and the network uses those specifications in choosing a suitable path. We chose the
latter alternative because it allows us to support a wide range of applications with
diverse performance requirements including those with hard real-time constraints.
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At the time of flow creation, a sender may specify some or all of the following
parameters:
Delay bounds Delay for a message is measured as the interval between the time
when a sender passes the message to the underlying delivery system and the
time when the message is delivered to the receiver. At the time of flow cre-
ation, a sender may specify an upper bound on the delay (in milliseconds)
any individual message (of a given size) in the flow may experience without
breaking the flow and may also specify the average delay expected by the flow
traffic.
Throughput A sender may also specify the desired average throughput (in bytes/sec)
for the flow. The value of this parameter may be specified in deterministic
terms, or in statistical terms such as an expected value with an upper bound
specifying the burstiness.
Error rate Some applications are sensitive to the rate of packet losses and, there-
fore, a sender may specify the amount of packet loss it can tolerate. Because
the packet delivery system reserves the network resources along the flow path,
the packet losses are mainly due to transmission errors. Therefore, we express
the error rate as an average bit error rate. At the time of flow creation, a
sender may specify an upper bound on the error rate that it can tolerate.
If a sender omits some of the parameters, the system uses default values for
omitted parameters.
6.5 Implementation
Implementing a flow in a packet switched network involves finding a path that
can meet the performance requirements, reserving resources along the path, and
handling failure of links or nodes on the selected path. There are several alter-
natives for performing each of these fWlctions depending on the factors such as
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underlying hardware, network topology, and expected mix of datagram and flow
traffic. The scope of this dissertation, however, does not include discussion of var~
iOllS alternatives and schemes for implementing flows in packet switched networks.
We will instead concentrate on a way of implementing flows in the Multiswitch
network.
In the following, we describe an implementation of flows for the Multiswitch
network that is based on the following principles:
Simplicity The concept of flows is novel and we do not have enough experience
with the perlormance-driven applications that will use them. Therefore, we
wanted our implementation to be simple and easy to implement. As a result,
whenever possible, we have discarded complex schemes in favor of simpler
ones.
Efficiency Because we want to allow multiple flows between identical endpoints to
use different paths depending on the flow specifications, we are interested. in
finding multiple paths to a destination. Given more than one constraint in-
volving delay and bandwidth, computation of an optimal path to a destination
such that it satisfies all the constraints is an expensive operation that does
not scale well given the combinatorics involved. Therefore, whenever possible,
we have chosen to use an efficient (computationally less expensive) algorithm
or heuristics that may not always lead to an optimal path to a destination,
but will find a path that meets the flow specifications.
Stability Currently, there are a variety of adaptive, distributed routing algorithms
in use or proposed for wide area networks. Many algorithms that dynamically
adapt to the network state suffer from the problem of instability as changes
in network conditions cause the computed. best paths to oscillate between two
or more alternatives. Our goal is to use a routing algorithm that will lead to
stable paths for flows. Therefore, we decided to use a fixed path for routing
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a flow through the network rather than using an adaptive scheme to route a
How as the network state changes.
6.5.1 Architectural Support
The Multiswitch network uses a priority scheme to distinguish among different
classes of traffic. There are four levels of priority and the control packets that carry
information related to link status, network state, and rate control have the highest
priority. The flow traffic is assigned next priority level, the datagram traffic has the
lowest priority, and one priority level is currently reserved for future experimenta-
tion. Because datagram traffic can cause congestion, we assign higher priority to
the flow traffic so that the performance of flows is not affected in the presence of
datagram congestion.
We assume that the packet switch hardware supports the priority scheme by
maintaining separate packet queues for each priority level and by servicing incoming
packets in the order of their priority. Such a priority scheme can be supported with
packet switches such as crossbar and Batcher-Banyan packet switches.
Because the flow packets have higher priority than datagram packets, it is pos-
sible that the flow traffic on a link may completely overwhelm the datagram traffic
and thus may deny datagram traffic access to a link. To avoid such a possibility,
the Multiswitch network reserves a part of each link's capacity for datagram traffic
and makes rest of the capacity available for allocation to individual flows. We will
refer to the part of each link's capacity available for flows as flow reservoir. Thus,
datagram traffic can continue to travel over a link even in the presence of flows. The
percentage of capacity reserved for datagrams is a network parameter specified by a
network administrator as part of the configuration of a master node, and currently
we reserve 40% of each link's capacity for datagram traffic.
Each link status message contains the following infonnation relevant to imple-
mentation of flows:
• average and maximum delay measured for each level of traffic priority.
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• average bit--error rate measured. The bit error rate includes only the packet
losses due to transmission errors.
• remaining link capacity (in bytes/sec) in the flow reservoir available for allo-
cation of flows.
Each node routes the datagram traffic to a destination independent of flows to
the same destination using the !Jhortest path. A node computes the shortest path
to each destination using the infonnation available in the local link status database




To simplify our discussion, we will use the following terminology. As part of
network topology, each node maintains the following information for each link that
it extracts from the link status update messages:
• average delay aand maximum delay Jl observed over the link for traffic with
flow priority,
• remaining reservoir capacity, w, currently available for flow allocation, and
• average bit error rate 'ljJ.
A path from a source to a destination consists of a set of n links and has the
following properties:
• Total amount of observed expected delay over the path for flow traffic. Com-
puted as
• Total amount of observed maximum delay over the path for flow traffic. Com-
puted as
• Amount of capacity available for flow allocation on the path,
n = min{wi,i = I, ... n}
• Expected bit error rate of the path
n
"' = 1 - 11(1 - ,p;)
i=l
6.5.3 Precomputation of Flow Paths
Establishing a flow involves finding a path to the destination that can meet
the specified performance requirements. Our goal is to find and exploit paths with
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various perfonnance characteristics. For example, sometimes path delay has less
importance compared to the bandwidth requirements, whereas sometimes both de-
lay and throughput requirements of an application are satisfiable using a path that
provides neither shortest delay nor maximum bandwidth. Therefore, we want to
find a set of alternate paths to a destination and use them according to their delay
and bandwidth characteristics. There are several possible approaches for finding
alternate paths through the network and [DP84,Shi79,Top88,Rud76] describe algo-
rithms for finding k tJhortest paths. Most of the algorithms published in the literature
find alternate paths with delay as a distance metric and are suitable for our pur-
pose because we want to minimize the delay for a given combination of delay and
bandwidth requirement.
Each node has a flow arbitrator responsible for establishing and managing a
flow. Given the state of the network based on the latest link status updates, each
flow arbitrator precomputes a set of k paths to each destination and uses them for
allocation of flows based on flow specifications. Finding a suitable value for k, the
number of precomputed paths, depends on several factors, including the cost of
storage, the topology, expected number of flows and the average number of distinct
paths between a source-destination pair in the network.
Each flow arbitrator computes, in advance, the following k paths to each desti-
nation:
1. The arbitrator at each node computes a set of k-l shortest paths using de-
lay as the distance metric. For each path P, the arbitrator computes and
maintains the average delay D. p , maximum delay M p , available bandwidth ftPI
and expected error rate 'W p • We use the algorithm described in [Top8S] for
computing the set of k·l shortest paths.
2. Also, for each destination, each flow arbitrator computes a path with default
delay specification. We will refer to such a path Pfw and the path parameters
are D.JWI M Jw, Slfw, and 'Wfw, such that D.fw 2:: D where D is the default delay
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specification. The path Pfw can provide the maximum possible throughput
to a destination and, thus, is suitable for those flows that do not specify any
delay requirement and need very high throughput.
A node computes the path PJw as follows:
A set of paths (Pjw ) to all the destinations is found by performing a breadth first
search through the network with links at each node ordered in non-decreasing order
of remaining capacity for allocation of flows. At each hop, we select a link with max-
imum available How reservoir (if more than one link with identical capacity exists,
we choose one with lower delay). The resulting path to a destination has maximum
throughput available for flow allocation, and the default delay specification for the
destination is set to be greater than the total delay, /J,.Jw.
6.5.4 Flow Initiation
A flow arbitrator implements the flows using the following strategy:
1. A flow arbitrator selects and reserves a path to the destination in two steps.
First, given a set of alternate paths to the destination, the arbitrator selects
a path to the destination that meets the delay, error rate and throughput
specifications of the flow. Then the flow arbitrator tries to reserve that path
by requesting all the nodes in the path to reserve resources for that flow. Once
the resources are reserved, the path selection is complete. However, if two or
more sources attempt to reserve resources on the same path, the reservation
request may fail and, in that case, the arbitrator tries alternate paths until it
succeeds.
2. Once a path is selected, the path remains in force for the lifetime of the flow
barring any link/node failures. All the traffic in the flow is routed on the same
path.
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3. At the time of flow creation, all the courier nodes (nodes other than the source
and destination of the flow) in the selected path reserve an amount of link
capacity equal to the throughput specification from the link's flow reservoir.
4. The total amount of link capacity allocated among all the flows never exceeds
the flow reservoir and, therefore, the traffic in a flow does not experience
additional delays in the presence of traffic from other flows. Unlike virtual
circuit networks that exclusively reserve the channel capacity for a connection,
the link capacity reserved for a flow is available to the ordinary, non-flow,
datagram traffic when. a flow is not transmitting. Thus, we achieve significant
savings in channel capacity by multiplexing lower priority traffic with the flow
traffic over the same links.
In the following, we discuss the selection and reservation of flow paths in detail.
6.5.4.1 Flow Path Selection
Given a destination N, and a flow specification with parameters, D, fl., w, and?/J,
a flow arbitrator at the source selects a path as follows:
1. The flow arbitrator maintains an ordered list of k paths, PI, ... , Pk to the
destination N. The paths are ordered by decreasing delay as the primary key,
and increasing bandwidth as the secondary key.
2. Starting with PI, the arbitrator searches the list PI, ... , Pk looking for the
first path Pi such that .6. j :::; D, M,. ::; p, f! .. '2: w, and Wi ::;?/J. The throughput
specification is mapped directly into equal link capacity.
3. After selecting a path, the arbitrator attempts to reserve the resources along
the path as described in the next section.
4. If an arbitrator fails to install the path, it resumes its search in step 2, and
repeats the steps 2 and 3 until the arbitrator either successfully installs a path,
or exhausts the list of paths.
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6.5.4.2 Flow Path Reservation
A flow arbitrator exists at each node in the network and all the arbitrators
along a path must cooperate in establishing a flow. Once a path is selected, the
flow arbitrator at the source uses source routing to send a flow tJetup request packet
along the selected path. The request contains a network wide unique flowirP and
the amount of capacity that must be reserved. The" flow arbitrator at each node
on the path of the packet examines the packet and reserves the capacity requested.
Each node on the path maintains a table of valid flowids, along with the identity of
the source node, the amount of capacity reserved, and the output link over which
the flow traffic must be forwarded. If a node cannot reserve the capacity, it sends
the request back to the source indicating failure, otherwise the node reserves the
capacity and forwards the packet to the next node on the path. The flow arbitrator
at the destination sends back a packet with source route to all the nodes on the
flow including the source confirming the successful reservation of the flow.
A timer mechanism handles the case when a control message is lost during flow
setup or termination and fails to reach some of the courier nodes. The information
in the table of flowids maintained at each courier node is time-driven and a node
removes an entry if it does not see any traffic for the flow over a long period of time.
After a flow is successfully established, all the subsequent traffic sent over the
flow carries the flow identification (flowid). When a flow arbitrator receives a flow
termination request from the sender, the arbitrator again uses source routing to
send a flow termination request to the destination of the flow. The request contains
the flowid and, as it passes along the flow path, each courier node frees the reserved
capacity and removes the flow entry from its table.
2Because each node has a unique identifier, a node can construct a unique flowid by
concatenating its nodeid with a locally unique flow identifier
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6.5.4.3 Flow Failures
When a node on the path of a flow detects failure of a link or a node in the
path, it sends a node/link down message to the source of the flow along with the
flowid. The source, in turu, informs the sender about the failure using the failed
primitive. To flush all the previous traffic over a flow path, the source then waits for
some time greater than the 6., total delay on the flow path, before it sends a flow
termination message to all the nodes on the path. The flow tennination message is
routed independent of flow traffic to avoid the point of failure along the flow path.
6.5.5 Discussion
6.5.5.1 Meeting Deadlines
The implementation of flows in the Multiswitch network guarantees performance
based on two factors. First, the network reserves capacity in each individual link
over the selected path to guarantee throughput. Second, the network expects the
selected path to meet the deadlines on packet delivery based on the measured delays
in the past. We argue that predicting delays based on past performance is justified
for the following reasons. First, reservation of capacity to individual flows means
delays for traffic in a flow will not be affected by presence of other flow traffic
over the link. Second, the flow traffic is assigned higher priority than datagram
traffic and, therefore, will not suffer additional delays in the presence of datagram
congestion. Third, the path for a flow is fixed in advance and a unique flowid at
each intermediate node identifies a flow. Using a fixed path and unique flowid helps
in minimizing the switching delays for a flow packet because a packet switch can
switch the traffic for flow quickly using a CAM (Content Addressable Memory)
or using an intelligent interface similar to those described in [KC88,Che87]. The
presence of control traffic over a link can affect the flow traffic, but the control
traffic forms a small fraction of total traffic and has predictable overhead due to
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the periodic nature of link status updates. Thus, the average and maximum delays
measured over a period of time include the effect of control traffic.
6.5.5.2 Implementation Cost
Implementation of flows involves two costs, namely, setup cost and cost of pre·
computing alternate paths. The setup cost is a one-time cost and when amortized
over the lifetime of a flow will not be significant because we expect that a flow will
be used to carry traffic over a substantial interval. For example, the bulk data trans-
fers using NETBLT or the real-time applications involving image or voice transfers
involve a large amount of data transfers over a long period. Also, at higher layers,
a sender may use a flow to multiplex traffic from several sources. Therefore, the
setup cost will be comparable to (or less than) the cost incurred in setting up virtual
circuits for each end-user. Precomputation cost includes the cost of communicating
link status messages and the processing cost. Because the routing algorithm used
in the Multiswitch network also uses the link status messages, the extra cost is
due to the overhead of additional infonnation. Given the frequency of updates and
the small amount of additional information needed, the communication overhead
is insignificant. Packet switches designed to handle high speed optical fiber inter-
faces [YHA87,GDGM87] often use multiple processors. These packet switches have
enough processing power to devote a processor to precomputation of routes in back-
ground without affecting the nonna! packet switching. Use of priorities in packet
handling does not incur significant overhead in packet switching because such link
level processing can be accomplished in network interface hardware [KC88,Che87].
6.5.5.3 Fault Tolerance
Our current design terminates a flow when ODe or more of the links or nodes in
its path have failed.. Fault tolerance could be improved if a courier or a source node
reroutes a flow dynamically around a failure as long as an alternate path exists to
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satisfy the specifications. We chose the former approach to keep the design simple
and consistent with our model of "best effort" delivery.
6.6 Examples of Uses
At higher levels, flows may be used for either application-to-application or host-
to-host level communication.
application-to-application Examples of applications that may benefit from flows
include: digital voice or video transfers, multimedia conferencing, interaction
between a user and an application tulder a network window system, and re-
mote data and image acquisitions.
host-to-host Examples of host-to-host applications that can benefit from flows
involve kernel-to-kernel communications such as implementations of Remote
Procedure Calls (RPC)[BN84], UNIX interprocess communication spanning
multiple hosts, SUN Microsystem's Network File System (NFS), and exterior
gateway protocol (EGP) peers [MiI84]. A kernel may multiplex multiple in-
terprocess communications to a given machine using a single long term flow.
Communication involving NFS client and server separated by a wide area
network may use a flow with low delay and low throughput requirements.
6.7 Related Work
6.7.1 Type Of Service Routing with Loadsharing (BBN)
Gardner and others [GLC87] describe a dynamic, multipath routing algorithm.
They identify three types of services similar to those specified in the Internet Pro-
tocol. A path generation algorithm finds two paths for each type of service for each
destination. Path generation finds new paths periodically (every 5 to 15 minutes) in
response to information collected through link status update messages, and, thus,
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traffic pattern changes lead to new paths. A flow allocator at a source node as-
signs traffic flows to different paths depending on TOS and current state of the
network. When new traffic patterns develop or a source node receives information
about the congestion state of paths, the source uses this information to adjust the
flows of traffic on each path. Gardener et al describe a simulation of their scheme
that shows that the multiple path routing algorithm provides better throughput
and "reasonable" delays compared to the current single path algorithm used in the
ARPANET.
When compared to the scheme proposed here, the scheme suffers from the fol-
lowing drawbacks:
Instability Because route allocation moves traffic f1.~ws among many paths, it may
lead to oscillations in load on different links with fluctuations in delays.
Congestion Failure In the dynamic congestion control scheme used, a source
node detects the presence of congestion over the path of a flow using the
data collected periodically, and then responds by reducing the traffic or by di-
verting the traffic to less congested paths. Under such a scheme, the perceived
state of the network always lags behind the actual state, and this information
gap in combination with fluctuations in the flow paths leads to an unstable
congestion control algorithm that fails to converge.
Coarse Granularity The loadsharing scheme defines three types of service that
characterize the traffic in broad, qualitative terms such as delay sensitive vs.
delay insensitive, and low throughput vs. high throughput. A higher level
cannot specify performance needs in quantitative terms and there are no pre-
dictable bounds on delays and error rates. Such an approach is not suitable
for real time applications.
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6.7.2 Real-Time Message StreaIlls
The designers of the DASH project [Aud88] at UC, Berkeley define a new soft-
ware architecture for network communication. To provide a stream--style commu-
nication in long distance networks, the DASH communication system provides an
abstraction called real-time message stream (RMS). A RMS is a simplex stream
that has perfonnance, reliability, and security parameters associated with it, and a
RMS abstraction appears at the network and higher layers of the communication
architecture. The performance parameters of a RMS include capacity which is an
upper limit on amount of data outstanding within a RMS, delay bounds, and other
parameters that allow specification of privacy and security characteristics.
Anderson [Aud88] does not address the issues of implementing RMS in packet
switched networks. Capacity enforcement is left to the RMS clients and the paper
does not address the question of how to support RMS in a datagram network.
Specifically, the issues involved in determining whether to grant a new RMS request,
and in meeting the delay bounds remain to be investigated.
6.7.3 Connection-oriented Transport
Parulkar and Turner [PT88] describe ongoing work at the Washington University
at St. Louis. The paper discusses a proposal for a connection-oriented transport
service in a packet switched network. The network makes explicit resource allocation
decisions at the time of connection establishment based on the amount of bandwidth
needed by a user. The resource specifications may be "degradable" allowing the
network to take the resources away from such connections to accommodate new
traffic. However, the paper does not provide a clear definition of semantics of




In this chapter, we presented a resource reservation model to provide predictable
performance in high speed packet switched networks.
Under the model, the network provides two communication abstractions, namely,
datagrams and a novel abstraction called a flow. Datagram service is the same as
that provided in conventional packet switched networks, whereas flows are useful to
those applications that require predictable performance for their traffic. To obtain
predictable performance, a source of traffic specifies a destination and requests the
network to establish a flow with specific performance characteristics. The network
establishes a flow by reserving capacity on a path to the destination so that the
performance requirements can be met irrespective of other traffic in the network.
The packet delivery for flows is still best effort and, thus, flows avoid the cost and
complexity of providing reliable delivery within the network.
This chapter also described an implementation of Hows for the Multiswitch net-
work based on a traffic priority scheme. Each node in the network precomputes a
set of paths to each destination based on the information in the link status database.
The expected performance on a path is determined based on the past performance
of the links on the path. A How arbitrator resides .at each node and cooperates
with arbitrators at other nodes to establish and manage a How. Given a flow spec-
ification and a destination, the arbitrator at originating node selects a path for a
flow based on the expected performance of the path. The arbitrator then reserves
an appropriate amount of capacity at all the nodes on the path before a sender
can start sending the flow traffic. Because the Ho~ traffic has guaranteed capacity
and higher priority than the datagram traffic, the performance of the flow traffic is
guaranteed to meet the flow specifications.
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7. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To verify the correctness and to investigate the performance of algorithms and
implementation techniques proposed for the Multiswitch network, we constructed
and measured a prototype network. This chapter descdbes the prototype implemen-
tation and the experiments performed, and discusses the results of the experimental
evaluation.
7.1 Introduction
There are three possible ways of evaluating algorithms designed for a computer
network. One possibility is to perform a quantitative analysis of all the algorithms
used and predict their behavior. A second way is to simulate a model of the network
and perfonn simulations to predict the performance of the network. The third
alternative is to build a prototype network that implements all the algorithms, and
then conduct experiments to verify the correctness of algorithms and to measure
the performance of the entire network.
The quantitative analysis of a network nonnally involves devising a queuing sys-
tem [Kle76] to model the network. Queuing theory techniques axe useful to analyze
statistical behavior of a system. However, building.a queuing model of a practi-
cal, real-world network involving complex, time-dependent interactions and space
constraints is difficult and perhaps impossible. Usually one must make simplify-
ing assumptions about the network environment and traffic patterns that lead to
a queuing model that does not accurately represent a real-world physical network:
As a result, the level of confidence in the outcome of such an analysis is low.
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The simulation study is better than an analytic Oile because it allows one to
more closely model the real world situation. However, such a model normally can
not discover key problems such as race conditions and random failures, possible
when several algorithms are combined together to build a complex system. Simu-
lation study of an individual algorithm or a scheme is more effective and useful for
evaluating its performance and correctness than simulation of several algorithms
combined together.
Building a prototype network requires extensive development effort, but allows
one to create a faithful (albeit scaled-down) model of the real system in which all
the assumptions about a network and its environment are kept intact. A prototype
implementation also reveals the problems associated with race conditions and ran~
dom failures not discovered using simulation. One can use such a model to perform
extensive experimental analysis of the entire system, and to measure its perfor-
mance under various condi tions involving various loads and failures. A prototype
can also serve as a testbed for further experimental research. For example, one can
use the prototype to investigate the merits of alternate schemes for implementing a
particular algorithm or policy in the network.
Apart from investigating the proposed network architecture, we are also inter-
ested in exploring alternative schemes and models for congestion control and re-
source reservation. Therefore, we decided to build a prototype network to perfonn
a detailed evaluation of the entire Multiswitch architecture, and to create a plat-
form for further experimental research. Before building the prototype, we studied
the congestion avoidance algorithm in detail using a simulation model to compare
it against the conventional congestion control algorithm used in current TCPlIP
networks. [CY88] describes the simulation model and the results of the performance
evaluation.
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7.2 Overview Of Prototype Network
We designed the prototype network with the following goals in mind:
First, we wanted to verify correctness of algorithms for packet delivery, routing,
and congestion avoidance. We also wanted to demonstrate that the algorithms
are efficient and perform correctly when combined together into a single network
architecture.
Second, we wanted to show the feasibility of providing predictable performance
in a best-effort delivery system that supports both datagrams and flows. In partic-
ular, we also wanted to verify that it is possible to combine datagrams and flows in
a single network without causing excess performance penalties to datagram traffic.
Third, we wanted a platform fOJ" further experimentation with some of the novel
ideas introduced in this research. For example, we wanted to improve our under-
standing of the consequences of using a rate based congestion control scheme in a
datagram network, and also to experiment further with novel congestion control
policies.
The prototype network is a scaled~down model of a high speed network and,
therefore, retains all the assumptions about the relative speed and processing ca-
pacity of packet switches and transmission links. In a UPDS, we assume that each
packet switch has enough capacity to keep all the adjacent links saturated with traf-
fic. Also, we assume that the packet switch hardware can support traffic priority
classes in the UPDS architecture.
The prototype network consists of a set of packet switches and routers attached.
to an Ethernet. The network architecture does not assume any specific packet switch
hardware and can be implemented with any of the newer packet switch designs such
as crossbar and Fast Packet Switch [Tur86]. However, we have alBo designed a novel,
multiprocessor based packet s'Nitch architecture (called Multiswitch) for high-speed
networks as part of the Multiswitch project at Purdue. We use the Multiswitch
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design for packet switches in the prototype network. The point-to-point links among
the packet switches are simulated over the Ethernet.
The next two sections describe the packet switch architecture and implementa-
tion of the prototype network.
7.3 Packet Switch Architecture
The speed of transmission links has increased by more than an order of mag-
nitude in this decade. As a result, conventional packet switch designs based on
a single processor do not have enough capacity to cope up with incoming traf-
fic rates. Therefore, researchers have proposed new packet switch designs that
typically consist of multiple processors sharing a multistage interconnection net-
work [Tur86,YHA87,Tur85J.
The Multiswitch project at Purdue is also exploring a new packet switch design.
The goal is to build a multiprocessor packet switch that uses off-the-shelf compo-
nents and sacrifices generality for speed whenever necessary. The central idea is
to use an extensible design that allows adding processors to accommodate addi-
tional interlaces or to replace an existing link with one that has higher speed. The
packet switch architecture also uses additional processors to perform background
tasks such as generating link status updates and computing routing information.
The packet switch architecture is designed around a hardware building block
shown in Figure 7.1. There is one such building block per input or output interlace.
The components of a building block include: a routing controller (R C), a hard~
ware fiTst.in-fiTst-out (FIFO), a set of packet switching processors (PS), a device
interconnect (DI), and a bus interconnect (EI).
The device interconnect couples the transmission device (e.g.) an optical fiber
link) to the packet switch. The hardware FIFO region holds packets as they arrive.
The FIFO region contains a separate queue for each class of traffic priority and










Figure 7.2 The basic hardware building block used for output
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possesses enough intelligence to place a packet in the appropriate FIFO according
to its priority.
The routing controller computes and maintains a routing table in local memory,
and an on-board read-only memory (ROM) holds programs and constants. Packet
switching processors service interrupts for incoming packets in round robin fashion
and consult the routing table in local memory to route the packet to the appropriate
output module (Figure 7.2 shows an output module). Once a packet reaches the
head of the FIFO, the bus interconnect places the packet on a central bus used to
transport data to an output module.
Apart from the central bus interconnect, there is a separate communication
path that connects the routing controller in one hardware module with the routing
controllers on other hardware modules. Figure 7.3 shows how the input and output
modules connect together to form a multiprocessor packet switch1 .
The bus interconnect in the center permits high~speed conununication among
all input and output modules. The interconnect is a multiplexed, segmented (time-
slotted), pipelined bus that can scale up to handle up to 16 lines that operate at
100 Mbps.
The additional processing power available through routing controllers is used for
pre-computation of paths for flows and for generation of link status updates.
7.4 Packet Switch Implementation
The proposed network architecture can be implemented using a variety of packet
switch technologies like crossbar and Fast Packet Switch provided they support the
traffic priority scheme. However, we decided to use the packet switch architecture
described above because we are also interested in investigating the feasibility of the
Multiswitch packet switch design. Unfortunately, the packet switch hardware is still
IThe design and development of the packet switch architecture is a joint effort with
Professor John Steele. Prof. Steele is the main architect of the high-speed bus interconnect
that forms the backbone of the packet switch.
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Figure 7.3 The structure of a multiprocessor packet switch
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under development and, therefore, we decided to emulate the packet switch architec-
ture using software on a single processor workstation. The software implementation
cannot emulate all the microscopic interactions among the hardware Wlits, but it
allows us to achieve a macro level emulation of functionality of the packet switch
that is sufficient to verify the feasibility of the design. Also, the multiprocessor
design helps in structuring the software implementation in modular fashion.
The next section describes the software emulation of the packet switch architec-
ture.
7.4.1 Software Emulation
The software emulator of the packet switch is implemented using the Xinu op-
erating system [Com84JCom87] on SUN-3 workstations. Xinu provides fast context
switching, fully shared memory, and efficient interprocess synchronization and com-
munication facilities. The emulator is modular and layered in design. The modular
structure allows localizing the functionality of distinct hardware writs in separate
writs. The layered structure provides two distinct layers of communication. The
lower layer handles the details of physical communication over the Ethernet from the
software modules, whereas the upper layer provides the modules a logical interface
with operations for communicating over point-to-point links.
The emulator maps the multiprocessor structure of the packet switch hardware
into multiple processes on a single processor workstation, and exploits the scheduling
and synchronization facilities of Xinu for interworking of those processes. Figure 7.4
shows the organization of the emulator that consists of the following components:
1. There is one process (pacin) per input interface that emulates the functions of
the multiprocessor hardware building block used in the packet switch archi~
tecture. The input process is responsible for receiving packets over its input
interface. The device interconnect (DI) for each input interface shares a FIFO
region with the input process and deposits received packet in the region. The











DJ - Device Interconnect
BI - Bus Interface
Figure 7.4 Organization of the Software Emulator
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2. One process (pacQut) per output interface carries out the functions of the
corresponding hardware building block in the packet switch architecture. The
output process is responsible for transmitting packets over ~ts adjacent output
interface and shares a FIFO region with its Msociated device interconnect.
3. The device interconnect on either side hides the details of receiving or trans-
mitting packet over the physical Ethernet. It simulates ser.ial point-ta-point
links over the Ethernet as described in the next section.
4. A routing controller (RC) process periodically computes the routing table and
a set of alternate paths to each destination based on the link status updates
received from other nodes in the network.
5. Another process (updater) monitors all the adjacent links to the packet switch
and generates periodic link status updates for the links.
6. The routing table, topological information, and link status database are stored
in a shared memory region accessible to all the processes.
7. A message passing system emulates the functions of Bus Interface (BI) and
routes packets from an input interface to an appropriate output interface.
8. An EPROM server on the local network maintains the nonvolatile storage for
each packet switch between crashes and restarts. On a restart, each packet
switch contacts the EPROM server to obtain and restore its nonvolatile stor~
age. The EPROM server resides on a UNIX host and maintains nonvolatile
data for each packet switch using the UNIX file system.
All the input and output processes have equal scheduling priority and the rout~
ing controller executes in the background utilizing the idle processing capacity for
precomputation of alternate paths. Input processes suspend themselves when there
are no packets to process, and the device interconnect resumes a suspended process
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after an input interrupt. Similarly, the message passer resumes a blocked output
process when packets arrive at an output interface.
7.4.2 Point-to-Point Links
The device intercOIlllect software simulates the point~to·point links over the
Ethernet by maintaining a table that maps each link identifier into its corresponding
Ethernet physical address and vice versa. Thus, when a packet is received, the device
interconnect software uses the Ethernet source address in the packet to determine
the identifier of the input link and places the packet in the FIFO for that linle
Similarly, when the device interconnect on the output side transmits a packet over an
output link, the interconnect maps the link identifier into corresponding destination
Ethernet address, encapsulates the packet into an Ethernet frame, and transmits it.
Device interconnect hides all the details of Ethernet addresses and encapsulation
from the input and output processes.
Device interconnect software (in conjunction with the Ethernet driver) can re-
ceive and transmit many packets (currently up to 8) in a burst per interrupt. The
ability to receive and transmit a group of packets helps in two ways. First, the
software can emulate bursty traffic over a link. Second, advantage lies in increased
concurrency. Because receiving a packet involves interrupting the current activity
and switching to an input process, processing a group of packets at one time re-
duces the number of context switches and per-packet switching delays. Therefore,
the overall result is a substantial increase in packet switch throughput.
7.5 Hosts and Routers
A router that attaches to a UPDS implements the exterior link protocol (MELP,
described in [Yav89a]) and network layer addressing for datagram and flow traffic.
The router also implements higher layer protocols and performs routing between
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multiple networks. Applications that are the source of traffic reside on hosts, and
a host uses the services of a router to send traffic to its final destination.
Implementation of hosts and routers requires a complete implementation of in-
ternetworking and transport protocols. For example, to communicate using TCP
or VMTP in the prototype network, we need a host that implements protocols from
TCPfIP suite and the VMTP protocol, and we need a router that implements IP
level routing in addition to the implementation of MELP protocol.
To simplify the prototype implementation and to reduce the development effort,
we have combined the functions of a host and a router into a single entity. In our
prototype network, the router implements network and higher layer protocols and
serves as the source of traffic from various transport protocols. For example, the
router might execute two processes such that one process manages VMTP connec-
tions, whereas another process sends and receives traffic over TCP streams.
7.5.1 A Review of Architectural Details
A router attaches to a packet switch in the Multiswitch network using a point-
to-point link. Chapter 3 described the method of addressing routers within the
network. A packet switch addresses an attached router using one or more ports. A
port is a logical address and is independent of the physical connection or link that
connects a router with an adjacent packet switch. A router may obtain more than
one port over the same physical link. Obtaining many ports over the same physical
link to a packet switch provides flexibility in terms of demultiplexing traffic that
belongs to multiple protocols or sources. For example, a router may use a separate
port for each different transport or internetworking protocol it supports. A Router
uses a separate link layer protocol (MELP, described in [Yav89b]) for communicating
with its adjacent packet switch. All the packets exchanged between a router and













Figure 7.5 Organization of the Router software on input side
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7.5.2 Software Implementation
The software implementation of the router is also modular and layered in design.
Figure 7.5 shows the organization of the router software on input side.
The link interface module hides the details of communicating over the Ethernet
and simulates a point-to-point link between a router and a packet switch. Because a
router may have multiple logical ports on a packet switch, a separate process, called
port handler (PH), handles all the communication over each port. The port handler
implements the MELP protocol and understands the network layer addresses for
datagrams and flows. When a packet arrives over an input link, a demultiplezer
process (DEMUX) delivers the packet to an appropriate port handler based on the
destination port address in the packet. The port handler then uses a high level
protocol module to deliver the packet to its final transport layer destination.
Figure 7.6 shows the organization of the router software on the output side. A
transport level source uses the operations provided by a high level protocol module
to transfer a packet to an appropriate port handler. The port handler then encap-
sulates the packet into an MELP packet and uses the link interface to transmit the
packet over a serial linle
7.6 Evaluation Methodology
In an experimental study, it is vital to choose the evaluation method carefully so
that the experiments and their results are valid and relevant within the framework
of system under investigation. We considered the following aspects carefully before
conducting experiments in the prototype network.
7.6.1 Transmission Capacity of Network and Individual Links
We use an Ethernet to simulate point-to-point links and use a single processor
workstation to emulate a multiprocessor packet swjtch architecture. We observed












Figure 7.6 Organization of the Router software on output side
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Ethernet with traffic in our prototype network. [BMK88] also argues that Ethernet
capacity is not a bottleneck based on an experimental study involving many mul-
tiprocessor workstations attempting to saturate an Ethernet with traffic. However,
the total transmission capacity of the prototype network is restricted by the pro-
cessing capacity of each packet switch. An assumption in the design of our network
architecture is that each switch contains enough processing capacity to saturate all
its adjacent links with continuous traffic. To keep the assumption valid) we treat
the prototype network as a scaled down model of a real high-speed network with
multiprocessor packet switches, and the transmission speed of individual links in the
prototype network is determined based on the total processing capacity available in
the network.
Given any arbitrary topological configuration, we" determine the upper limit on
the capacity of individual links (and hence the limit on total capacity of a path) by
using an initialization procedure as follows. Each packet switch transmits packets
over all its adjacent links while the background activity involving generation of link
status updates and precomputation of alternate paths is also in progress. The switch
gradually increases the rate at which it sends packets until the packet switch at the
other end of a link cannot continue to accept all the packets without dropping them
at the link interface. The particular packet rate at such a limiting point defines the
maximum transmission speed of the link.
The maximum or total transmission capacity of a path is determined by taking
a minimum over the maximwn capacity of individual links in the path. For a
given configuration, all experiments are conducted relative to the total transmission
capacity of individual paths through the network. In other words, the total amount
of traffic generated over a path during an experiment is measured with respect
to the maximum transmission capacity of that path. The reason for measuring
the amount of traffic relative to the total path capacity is two~fold. First, the
assumption about the sufficient processing capacity at each packet switch is kept
intact because the total capacity on a path is determined by the packet rates that
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can be sustained within the processing capacity of each packet switch on the path.
Second, considering that the prototype is a scaled down model of a real high-speed
network, experimental results obtained relative to the total transmission capacity
of the network give a good indication of the performance of the network in terms
of its total transmission capacity irrespective of the absolute transmission speeds
of individual links and processing capacity of packet switches in the prototype and,
thus, address OUI concerns about the suitability of the architecture for high-speed
networks.
Also, the initialization procedure tests the stability of the prototype by varying
the number of sources and the amount of buffer space for each link.
7.6.2 Verification of Correctness
One of the main goals of the experimental evaluation was to verify that the
algorithms used for link statua exchange, autoconfiguration, and for computing
routing information perform correctly. We designed experiments and observed the
behavior of individual algorithms using two different configurations, various traffic
patterns, and random link or node failures. For example, a set of experiments were
performed to verify that the various parts of the link status exchange algori thm
propagate the link status information correctly as the total traffic over a path varies,
or when a link or a node fails and recovers. Another set of experiments involved
varying the traffic load on individual links to confirm that algorithm for computing
paths correctly takes into account changes in traffic load.
The prototype network consists of up to eight packet switches and we chose
two representative topologies for verification of correctness. Figure 7.7 shows the
two topologies. Network A represents a sparse network that is simple enough to
conduct a detailed study of all the algorithms and to verify that the algorithms
perform basic functions correctly. Network A also provides alternate paths between
each pair of nodes, and thus serves as a good basis for verifying that the routing
Network A Network B
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Figure 7.7 Representative topologies used in experiments
algorithm computes and switches among alternate paths correctly as the traffic load
vanes.
Network B is a ring network with seven nodes and redundant chords. It provides
a good basis for predicting the performance of an algorithm in a large network
because the redundant chords increase the total transmission capacity afthe network
and provide a rich set of interconnections and alternate paths.
For each of the two configurations, we operated the network with a simulated
traffic load that varied over a wide range spanning the transmission capaci ty of
individual links on different paths and confirmed that the algorithms for generating
links status updates and for computing alternate paths to each destination work
correctly. We used both the configurations to confirm that the congested nodes
generate rate control messages correctly. We also simulated random link and node
failures to verify that the autoconfiguration mechanism and link status exchange
algorithms work correctly.
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The next section describes the results of experiments performed to confirm the
effectiveness of congestion control algoritlun in preventing congestion, and to es-
tablish that the resource reservation model and the flow abstraction together can
provide predictable performance in a best effort delivery system.
7.7 Experimental Results
We performed some specific experiments to address and characterize three as~
peets of our network architecture. First, we wanted to establish that the network
can meet the performance specifications of a flow during its entire lifetime. Second,
we wanted to confum that the performance of traffic in a flow remains unaffected
in the presence of datagram traffic and to verify that the datagram traffic does not
suffer excess performance penalty when it shares a path with flow traffic. Third,
we wanted to investigate the effectiveness of the congestion control algorithm in
preventing datagram congestion.
In the following, we describe the results of experiments performed to address
the concerns listed above. All the experiments were performed in the presence of
normal backgroWld activity and traffic involving link status update messages and
computation of routing tables. We used one of the two topological configurations
described earlier (see Figure 7.7) to perform the experiments. The experimental
measurements concentrated on a particular path of interest and we measured the
amount of traffic over a path relative to the maximum transmission capacity of
the path. The results, therefore, give a good indication of the performance of
the network in terms of its total transmission capacity irrespective of the absolute
transmission speeds of individual links and processing capacity of packet switches




We conducted a variety of experiments to verify that the network architecture
can indeed provide predictable performance for flows. The experiments involved
setting up a flow and then varying the amount of flow and datagram traffic on
the flow path over the entire range spanning the total transmission capacity of the
path. The path for a flow spanned four hops and the arrival of the traffic generated
for the flow was deterministic in nature (instead of following a Poisson or some
other probabilistic distribution) to reflect the deterministic throughput and delay
specifications.
Figure 7.8 shows the end~to~end, average delay behavior of flow traffic in the
absence of any datagram traffic. The average delay remains constant as long as the
flow traffic does not exceed 80% of the capacity of the path. The reader may recall
from Chapter 6 that we restrict the maximum amount of flow traffic over a link
to 60% of the capacity of the link and, therefore, the flow traffic will not nonnally
exceed 60%of the capacity of the entire path. We refer to the upper limit on flow
traffic as reservoir limit. Therefore, the average delay for a flow remains consistent
with the specification as long as the amount of flow traffic is within the reservoir
limit. However, if the flow traffic exceeds the 80% of the capacity of a link, the
delay increases due to queuing at intennediate nodes. We ran similar experiments
involving a flow on different number of hops in two configurations and observed
similar behavior except that the average delays depend on the number of hops and
a particular configuration.
Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the effect of datagram traffic on average delay for a
flow. The graphs show the resulting delays for flow traffic when datagram traffic
constitutes up to 30% of the total capacity of the flow path. The average delay
for flow traffic remains constant as long as the flow traffic is within the reservoir
limit (i.e., does not exceed 60% of the total path capacity). However, when the
datagram and flow traffic together exceeds the total capacity of the flow path, the
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Figure 7.8 Average per-packet delay for flow traffic with no datagram traffic. The
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Figure 7.9 Effect of datagram traffic on per packet delays for flows when datagram
traffic constitutes 15% of the total capacity. The average delays are same as those
observed when datagram traffic is absent.
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Figure 7.10 Effect of datagram traffic on per packet delays for flows when datagram
traffic constitutes 30% of the total capacity. The dashed. vertical line marks the point
at which the total traffic starts exceeding the path capacity.
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flow traffic experiences increase in average delay. Such an increase in flow delays was
contrary to our expectation because we expected the the flow traffic to be immune
to datagram congestion due to its higher priority compared to datagrams.
After careful investigation, we found the reason for increase in delays for flows
under overloaded conditions. Even though flow traffic has higher priority, the flow
traffic is not completely immune to the presence of datagram traffic due to the
limitations of the software emulation. Nate that the software emulation implements
the traffic priority scheme by using a separate queue for each level of priority where
all the packets from a higher priority queue are processed before processing any
packet from a lower priority queue. However, the software implementation cannot
preempt processing and switching of a datagram packet once the packet is selected
for processing2 • Thus, a flow packet must wait in the queue if it arrives when the
switch (or proce')S pacin in Figure 7.4) is already processing a datagram packet. As
a result, the flow traffic experiences queuing delays when the total incoming traffic
over a link exceeds its capacity. However, the average delay for a flow is unaffected
as long as the flow traffic remains within the reservoir limit.
Figure 7.11 shows the throughput behavior of a flow with varying amounts of
datagram traffic. Again, the flow throughput declines only when either the flow
traffic or the combined traffic exceeds the path capacity due to the reasons discussed
above.
We also performed several experiments with multiple flows sharing the same
path. We observed that the delay characteristics for traffic from individual flows
were similar to that shown in Figures 7.8 and 7.9 when combined flow traffic was
within the reservoir limit. However, average delays for traffic from individual flows
showed greater variance when total amount of flow and datagram traffic on a path
exceeded the total path capacity.
2We expect that even the hardware implementation of the packet switch may encounter
similar difficulty leading to some increase in switching delays for flow traffic under overloaded
conditions. Further investigation is necessary to determine the exact impact of such a
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Figure 7.11 Effect of datagram traffic on flow throughput, where dashed line plots
throughput when datagram traffic constitutes 30% of network capacity, and solid
line plots throughput when datagram traffic varies from 0 to 15%
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The experiments involving excess datagram traffic were performed without any
congestion control within the network and, thus, represent the worst case behavior
of flow traffic. In the presence of congestion avoidance and control, the network
acts early to reduce the datagram traffic preventing an overloading condition. Sec-
tion 7.7.3 described results of experiments that show effectiveness of the congestion
control algorithm in preventing datagram congestion.
7.7.2 Flows vs. Datagrams
Figure 7.12 shows the effect of flow traffic on average end-to-end delay for data-
gram traffic when datagram and flow traffic share a path. Because the flow traffic is
assigned higher priority than the datagram traffic, datagrams suffer queuing delays
at intennediate nodes when they share a path with flow packets, and we see in-
creases in delays for datagram traffic. Figure 7.12 shows the effect of flow traffic on
datagram delays in five different cases observed over a set of experiments. When no
flow traffic shares a path with the datagram traffic, the average delays for datagram
traffic are similar to those observed for flow traffic. In the other four cases shown
in Figure 7.12, the flow traffic varied from 10 to 65% of the total path capacity. In
the presence of flow traffic , the average delays increase steadily until the combined
datagram and flow traffic exceed the total path capacity. If the combined flow and
datagram traffic continues to climb beyond the total path capacity, the average de-
lays increase sharply due to higher queuing delays. However, as Figure 7.12 shows,
the increase in datagram delay is reasonable and within 20% as long as the flow
traffic does not exceed its reservoir limit.
Experimental results for flows and datagrams point out another important char-
acteristic. The datagram traffic that shares a path with flows does not suffer undue
performance penalty provided the total traffic over a path does not exceed the path
capacity. A network designer prefers to operate at or below 90% of its capacity
because operating a network below its full capacity leaves some spare capacity to
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Figure 7.12 Five plots in the graph show the effect of flow traffic on per packet
delays for datagrarns depending on the amoWlt of flow traffic present. For the
rightmost plot, no flow traffic is present, whereas in the leftmost plot, amount of
flow traffic equals 65% of the total path capacity.
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Figure 7.13 Two sources of traffic share a path to a common destination.
without causing instabilities in user throughput or significant increases in queuing
delays in the presence of bursty traffic. Congestion avoidance and control mech-
anisms play a major role in achieving such a level of performance by preventing
overloading on any path in the network.
The next section describes the results of an experiment that shows effectiveness
of the congestion control mechanism.
7.7.3 Congestion Avoidance and Control
Figure 7.13 shows two sources of traffic, 8 1 and 52, that share a path to the
same destination D. Both the sources use rate control to control their traffic rates
and wish to send traffic at the same rate. First, the source 8 1 starts sending traffic
to D at some initial rate and increases the packet rate lllltil the rate reaches the
maximum desired rate. The other source (S2)' then starts sending traffic at the
same initial rate and starts increasing the rate until the rate reaches its maximum
desired rate. Figure 7.14 shows the throughput observed for both the sources of
traffic. At some point, the total load on the path starts approaching its maximum
capacity and intennediate nodes start generating rate control messages to warn the
sources of imminent congestion. As Figure 7.14 shows, both the sources adjust
their packet rates, but eventually reach an equilibrium and the total traffic over the
path stabilizes at 88% of its capacity.
100 Combined load from two sources is 88%
.............. .... .......... ..
..
















Figure 7.14 Congestion avoidance with two sources of traffic.The dashed vertical
line marks the point at which both the sources start adjusting their transmission
rates in response to rate control messages. The solid plot shows the throughput
behavior for source 1 whereas dashed plot shows the same for source 2. The dotted
plot at the top shows the combined throughput of both the sources.
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Both the sources use an additive function to increase and a multiplicative func~
tion to decrease their traffic rates as described in Chapter 5. Also, there is no
alternate path from either source to destination D and, therefore, both the sources
continue to use the same path.
We conducted additional experiments and measured the impact of the congestion
avoidance and control scheme that led to following observations. First, the choice
of multiplicative function over additive function in reducing packet rates at the
sources of datagram is crucial. Whenever a source used an additive function to
reduce the traffic, the source was slow in reacting to rate control messages and the
network discarded more packets at the entry to the network leading to greater loss
of throughput for a source. Also, it took longer for the source to converge to the
packet rate acceptable to the network. Second, the use of multiplicative function
to reduce packet rates and additive function to increase the rate at the sources of
datagram traffic does not necessarily mean smooth convergence to the acceptable
transmission rates. Smooth convergence as observed in Figure 7.14 depends on
the round trip delay between the congested point in the network and the sources of
datagram. If the round trip delay is long, it takes longer for the rate control messages
to reach the sources. As a result, the sources are slow in reacting to imminent
overloading condition and lose more packets until they reduce the transmission rate
to an appropriate level. However, we observed that the network effectively controls
the congestion within the network and manages to keep the total traffic on a path
within 80 to 90% of the total path capacity.
The plot in Figure 7.14 uncovers another important aspect of congestion control
mechanism and, that is, fairness. The plot shows that both the sources claim almost
equal share (within a few percent) of the capacity available over the path. Further
experimental analysis is necessary to detenrnne fairness when multiple sources of
traffic share the same path.
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7.8 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the results of an experimental evaluation involving
various aspects of the proposed network architecture.
We performed experiments using a prototype network consisting of SUN work-
stations and an Ethernet. The prototype uses a multiprocessor based packet switch
architecture. In the absence of packet switch hardware, a software implementation
on a SUN workstation emulates the multiprocessor switch architecture. The soft-
ware also simulates point~to-point links among packet switches over an Ethernet.
We treat the prototype as a scaled down model of a real high-speed network keep-
ing all the assumptions about the processing capacity of switches and links in tact.
All the experiments are performed using traffic that was measured relative to total
transmission capacity of individual paths and not in absolute terms. Thus, the ex-
periments and their results provide insight into the applicability of the Multiswitch
network architecture to high speed networks.
Experimental evaluation involved three parts. First, we used two representative
topological configurations to verify correctness of algorithms used for link status
update and exchange, autoconfiguration, and for computing routing information.
Second, we conducted experiments to confirm the usefulness of the resource reser-
vation model and the flow abstraction in providing predictable performance in the
Multiswitch network. The experiments also investigated the effect of flow traffic
on the performance of datagram traffic when both share the same path. Third, we
presented the results of an experiment that illustrates the effectiveness of congestion
control algorithm in preventing congestion.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we examined the problem of how to provide predictable high
perfonnance in high speed packet switched networks. We proposed a novel archi-
tecture for packet switched networks and conducted an experimental study of the
architecture to demonstrate its viability.
The architecture accomplishes the goal of providing high performance by us-
ing a combination of strategies for efficient use of network resources. First, the
architecture uses an efficient link status update protocol for propagating quickly
the information about changes in traffic load. to all the nodes in the network. Sec-
ond, the individual nodes precompute alternate paths to each destination to exploit
available capacity on multiple paths to the same destination. Third, the architec-
ture includes an effective congestion avoidance and control mechanism to prevent
congestion in the network and, thus, improves the performance of datagram traffic.
To provide predictable performance, the architecture uses a resource reservation
scheme to meet the demands of applications that require strict adherence to specific
performance constraints.
In the following, we summarize the major contributions of this research and
provide directions for further research.
8.1 Predictable Performance
One major contribution of this research is a resource reservation model for packet
switched networks.
Conventional packet switched networks provide a connectionless datagram ser-
vice or a connection oriented virtual circuit facility. Both datagram and virtual
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circuit networks are prone to congestion, and individual sources of traffic suffer
arbitrary oscillations in delay and throughput in the presence of congestion. There-
fore, we argue that there is a need for a new mechanism that provides predictable
performance in packet switched networks.
We have proposed a novel resource reservation model for packet switched net-
works. Under the model, the network provides two communication abstractions:
datagrams and Hows. Connectionless datagram service is useful for those applica-
tions that generate traffic that is Wlpredictable and bursty in nature and, thus, find
the cost of establishing and clearing connections unacceptable. Flows are useful
to those applications that require predictable performance for their traffic. The
network establishes a How by reserving capacity on a path so that the performance
of the traffic in a How is unaffected by other traffic in the network. Allowing a
datagram service to operate along with flows is advantageous because datagrams
can use the capacity reserved for a flow when flow traffic is absent and, thus, help
improve network resource utilization.
8.2 Rate-based Congestion A voidance and Control
Because there is no reservation of capacity to datagram traffic, the performance
of datagram traffic depends on the ability of the network to prevent congestion.
There are two major reasons for congestion in datagram networks. First, there
is no restriction on the amount of traffic that each source of datagrams can send
through the network and, therefore, the total amount of traffic over a path can
exceed its capacity. Second, the datagram traffic arrives in bursts, and sudden
bursts of traffic over a path can lead to congestion depending on the size of each
burst and packet inter-arrival times within a burst.
A congestion control scheme should include mechanisms to avoid occurrence
of both causes of congestion. The second major contribution of this research is a
rate based congestion avoidance and control scheme that takes both the reasons for
congestion into account.
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The rate based congestion avoidance and control scheme operates in two parts.
First, each packet switch in the network monitors the load on attached links and
generates rate control messages before traffic over any adjacent link approaches the
total link capacity. Each rate control message provides information about the total
capacity and the current load on a link. Recipients of rate control messages use
the information to adjust the packet rates, burst sizes, or packet inter-arrival times.
Second, the nodes on the periphery of the network monitor the incoming traffic for
each destination and restrict the traffic to a destination from entering the network
if the traffic exceeds the available capacity on the path to that destination.
8.3 Fast Propagation Of Link Status Updates
Packet switched networks that use link status routing require every packet switch
in the network to know the complete network topology and the current status of
every link in the network. Under such a scheme, every node in the network generates
and propagates an update on the current status of every adjacent link. Every node
maintains the link status information in a local database. Correct routing requires
that the database at each node be consistent and contain up-to-date information.
Another significant contribution of this research is an efficient protocol for fast
propagation of link status updates in high speed networks. Our link status ex-
change protocol uses an algorithm for fast propagation of link status updates that
is optimized for the expected case when no update packets are lost, and no link or
node failures occur. The protocol uses a separate algorithm to handle recovery or
failure of individual nodes or links. The protocol, however, does not ensure reliable
delivery of update packets to all the nodes in the network and, occasionally, packets
containing updates may be lost causing temporary inconsistencies. The protocol




Regulating the rate at which data enters a datagram network is a novel idea for
controlling congestion due to bursty datagram traffic. Our experimental evaluation
demonstrates that a rate based congestion avoidance and control scheme is effective
in preventing congestion in the Multiswitch network. The next step is to extend
the idea to an internetworking architecture such as IP. The architectural tool for
congestion control in IP is the ICMP protocol. Congested gateways use lCMP
protocol to notify the sources of congestion. We plan to adopt the rate based
scheme for Internet gateways by using the existing lCMP protocol.
Also, we plan to demonstrate the effectiveness of rate based congestion control
specifically for adjusting the burstiness of traffic ge:q.erated by applications based
on client-server model. For example, Clients and servers for SUN's Network File
System (NFS) conununicate using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Extending
NFS to operate across a wide area network will require a mechanism to control the
rates of transmission and retransmissions to prevent overrunning of intermediate
gateways. We plan to incorporate rate based strategy for determining packet inter-
arrival times and aggregate packet rates at NFS clients and servers.
8.4.2 Flows
We have successfully established the viability of using a resource reservation
scheme to provide predictable performance to performance-critical applications.
However, there are many interesting possibilities for extending this work.
Other Parameters In addition to the performance characteristics, it should be
possible to associate additional optional characteristics with a flow. Examples
of such characteristics include reliability (making absolute guarantees for de-
livery), security, privacy, and integrity. Another possible flow parameter will
allow the sender to specify the expected interval (persistence interval) over
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which a flow would persist. Specifying persistence is useful for those applica-
tions that may wish to allocate a persistent flow - a flow that is used over
a long period. For example, persistent flows would be useful for kernel-to-
kernel communication for applications like SUN NFS [SGK*85J. For a persis-
tent flow, the flow arbitrator may precompute alternate paths to reroute the
flow in case of node or link failures on the reserved path.
Dynamic Flow Management Currently, the packet delivery system declares a
flow failure when any of the links or nodes on the path of the flow fails. Instead,
we could use a dynamic scheme under which the flow arbitrators cooperate to
reroute the flow traffic aroWld a failure.
Internet Extensions The current TCPlIP Internet contains no facilities for re-
source management to provide predictable performance to individual sources
of traffic. It should be possible to extend the concept of flows across multi-
ple networks in an internet. We need to define policies and mechanisms that
allow a gateway to propagate and obtain information about the available ca-
pacity to various destination networks. We also need to define a protocol for
exchanging information among cooperating gateways to manage a flow that
spans multiple networks.
Because one needs to establish a flow before sending any traffic over it, flows
create interesting possibilities for tackling the policy issues involved in rout-
ing traffic through autonomous systems [Cla89]. The policy issues include
access control to prevent unauthorized use of network resources and account-
ing of traffic to recover the cost of providing service to sources external to an
autonomous system. We plan to investigate the possible extensions to flow
management mechanisms to address such policy concerns.
Multipoint Flows Future communication networks will support flexible, multi-
point communication needed by a wide class of applications. A broadcast
service such as entertainment video or a video lecture requires a one-to-many
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communication, whereas ffiultiperson conferencing requires a general multi-
point communication. These two applications impose additional requirements
on a packet switched network [WF83]. We would like to extend the concept
of flow to handle multicasts and multipoint communication.
8.5 Summary
In this thesis, we examined how to provide predictable and high performance in
high speed packet switched networks. We designed a novel architecture to meet that
goal. To provide high perfonnance to datagram traffic, the architecture includes
an effective congestion avoidance and control mechanism for preventing congestion
in the network. The architecture uses a resource reservation scheme to provide
predictable performance to those applications that demand strict adherence to spe-
cific performance constraints. We also demonstrateq the viability of our ideas by
implementing a prototype network based on the proposed. architecture.
The significance of this research extends beyond providing another architecture
for packet switched networks. The concept of flows demonstrates the feasibility of
providing predictable perfonnance in packet switched networks, whereas coexistence
of flows and datgrams adds flexibility needed to support applications that span a
wide range of performance requirements.
Overall, the research de'5cribed in this thesis advances our understanding of the
problem of effective management of network resources in packet switched networks.
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